
COUNCIL ACTION


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY SHEET


CITY OF SAN DIEGO

DATE: 11/9/2016

ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT: Council District 2


SUBJECT: Temporary Moratorium on Recreational Marijuana Related Businesses and Personal


Outdoor Recreational Marijuana Cultivation


COUNCIL DISTRICT(S): City-wide

CONTACT/PHONE NUMBER: Ryan Purdy/619-533-3982


DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY OF ITEM:


Adopt a temporary moratorium on recreational marijuana related businesses and personal


outdoor recreational marijuana cultivation pursuant to California Government Code Section


65858.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Direct the Office of the City Attorney to prepare ordinance language for a temporary moratorium 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF ITEM BACKGROUND:


The Adult Use of Marijuana Act, officially known as Proposition 64, was approved by voters on


November 8, 2016. Proposition 64 legalizes the use, sale, and cultivation of recreational


marijuana. Proposition 64 provides a strict regulatory framework at the State level giving several


State departments the responsibility of regulating the various aspects of recreational marijuana


related businesses. Also, Proposition 64 provides that these State agencies shall create the rules


and regulations relating to the activities, and begin issuing licenses by January 1, 2018 or sooner.


In addition, some Proposition 64 provisions took effect immediately on November 9, 2016.


Proposition 64 immediately legalizes possession, transport, use, and transfer of recreational


marijuana for individuals 21 years of age or older. It also immediately allows personal indoor


and outdoor cultivation of up to six (6) living marijuana plants in a private residence.


Additionally, Proposition 64 provides municipalities with the authority to regulate marijuana


related activities and to subject marijuana businesses to zoning and permitting requirements.


Without a comprehensive local land-use and public safety policy in place by the time the State of


California begins issuing licenses for recreational marijuana businesses, the City runs the risk of


being in a situation where recreational marijuana related businesses and personal outdoor


cultivation are occurring in locations and in a manner that are not conducive to maintaining


proper public safety and neighborhood quality of life.


As such, in order to maintain consistency and clarity for San Diego residents and the cannabis


community, it is critical the City Council adopt a temporary moratorium on personal outdoor


recreational marijuana cultivation and the establishment of recreational marijuana dispensaries,


commercial cultivation, and manufacturing businesses. This moratorium will make clear that the


City will not allow the establishment of commercial non-medical marijuana activities until both




the City has established a comprehensive policy regulating such operations and the State of


California begins issuing licenses for such operations.


 

Pursuant to California Government Code Section 65858, the City is expressly authorized to


adopt, as an urgency measure, an interim temporary ordinance prohibiting any uses that may be


in conflict with a contemplated general plan, specific plan, or zoning proposal that it is


considering or studying within a reasonable amount of time, in order to protect public safety,


health, and welfare.

The moratorium would be in effect for 45 days and may be extended by the City Council. The


moratorium would only be temporary to ensure that the City Council has time to develop and


adopt a comprehensive local policy regulating this new industry.


FISCAL CONSIDERATIONS: None

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY CONTRACTING INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE): NA


PREVIOUS COUNCIL and/or COMMITTEE ACTION (describe any changes made to the item


from what was presented at committee): None


Councilmember Lorie Zapf

Originating Department



FINDINGS  AND  DECLARATIONS  FOR  TEMPORARY MORATORIUM ON RECREATIONAL


MARIJUANA RELATED BUSINESS AND PERSONAL OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA


PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 65858

WHEREAS,  the  City  of San  Diego  currently  regulates  medical  marijuana  through  its  San  Diego
Municipal  Code;  and

 

WHEREAS,  Proposition  64,  also  known  as  the  Adult  Use  of Marijuana  Act  (AUMA),  is  on  the
statewide  November  8,  2016  ballot.  If passed,  and  upon  passage,  it  would  no  longer  be  illegal,  regardless  of

medical  purposes,  to:  (1)  possess,  process,  transport,  purchase,  obtain  or  give  away  certain  amounts  of

marijuana  or  concentrated  cannabis,  including  as  contained  in  marijuana  products,  to  those  21  years  old  or
older;  (2)  possess,  plant,  cultivate,  harvest,  dry,  or  process  not  more  than  6  living  plants  and  the  marijuana

produced  by  those  plants;  (3)  smoke  or  ingest  marijuana  or  marijuana  products;  and  (4)  possess,  transport,

purchase,  obtain,  use,  manufacture,  or  give  away  marijuana  accessories  without  compensation  to  those  21  years
old  or  older;  and

 

WHEREAS,  the  AUMA  would  also,  upon  passage,  legalize  the  personal  cultivation  of not  more  than  6

living  plants  within  a  single  private  residence  or  upon  its  grounds,  require  the  plants  and  any  marijuana
produced  in  excess  of 28.5  grams  be  kept  within  the  single  private  residence,  or  upon  the  grounds  of the  private

residence,  in  a  locked  space,  and  not  visible  by  normal,  unaided  vision  from  a  public  places,  subject  to  local

regulations,  if any;  and
 

WHEREAS, the City may not prohibit personal indoor non-medical marijuana cultivation, but may


enact reasonable regulations, and may completely prohibit personal outdoor non-medical marijuana cultivation,

up  to  and  until  a  “determination  by  the  California  Attorney  General  that  non-medical  use  of marijuana  is  lawful

in  the  State  of California  under  federal  law;”  and

WHEREAS,  to  regulate  the  commercial  non-medical  marijuana  industry,  the  AUMA  would  add

Division  10  to  the  California  Business  &  Professions  Code,  establishing  state  licensing  requirements  for

commercial  marijuana  activity,  defined  as  the  cultivation,  possession,  manufacture,  distribution,  processing,
storing,  laboratory  testing,  labeling,  transportation,  delivery  or  sale  of  marijuana  and  marijuana  products,  again

regardless  of medical  purposes  and  granting  state  agencies  the  “exclusive  authority  to  create,  issue,  renew,

discipline,  suspend,  or  revoke”  licenses  for  businesses  including  the  transportation,  storage,  distribution,  sale,
cultivation,  manufacturing,  and  testing  of marijuana,  except  as  otherwise  authorized.  The  AUMA  states  that

these  state  agencies  shall  create  the  rules  and  regulations  relating  to  these  activities  and  begin  issuing  licenses

by  January  1,  2018;  and

WHEREAS,  AUMA  allows  local  governments  authority  to  prohibit  or  regulate  commercial  marijuana

activities  and  subject  the  commercial  cannabis  activities  to  zoning  and  permitting  requirements;  and

WHEREAS,  the  City  of San  Diego  does  not  currently  have  explicit  land-use,  zoning,  and  permitting
requirements  or  prohibitions  in  place  regarding  commercial  marijuana  activities,  should  Proposition  64  pass;

and

 
WHEREAS,  absent  appropriate  local  regulation  as  authorized  by  the  AUMA,  personal  outdoor

nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation,  within  certain  limits,  will  be  legal  by  right  immediately  after  the  passage  of

Proposition  64;  and



WHEREAS,  the  California  Attorney  General’s  August  2008  Guidelines  for  the  Security  and  Non-

Diversion  of Marijuana  Grown  for  Medical  Use  recognizes  that  marijuana  in  any  location  or  premises  without
adequate  security  increases  the  risk  that  nearby  homes  or  businesses  may  be  negatively  impacted  by  nuisance

activity  such  as  loitering  or  crime;  and

 

WHEREAS,  if the  State  of California  begins  issuing  licenses  for  commercial  non-medical  activities
prior  to  the  City  adopting  appropriate  land-use,  zoning,  and  public  safety  regulations,  negative  effects  on  the

public  health,  safety,  and  welfare  would  likely  occur  as  a  result  of commercial  non-medical  activities  near

schools,  parks,  residential  zones,  and  other  sensitive  receptors;  and
 

WHEREAS,  based  on  the  City’s  own  experience  with  medical  marijuana  related  businesses,  without

adequate  land-use,  zoning,  and  permitting  requirements  in  place,  coupled  with  strong  enforcement,  there  was  a
proliferation  of illegal  medical  marijuana  businesses  that  numbered  in  the  hundreds  that  operated  in

inappropriate  zones,  near  sensitive  receptors,  or  out  of compliance  with  applicable  municipal  codes  and

regulations.

 

WHEREAS,  based  on  the  findings  herein,  the  potential  state  legalization  of personal  outdoor

nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana  activities  in  the  City  without  regulation  poses  a

current  and  immediate  threat  to  the  public  health,  safety,  and  welfare  in  the  City due  to  the  negative  land  use
and  public  safety  impacts  of such  unregulated  uses;  and

 

WHEREAS,  it  is  in  the  interest  of the  City  and  its  residents  that  the  City  undertake  a  review  to  consider
zoning,  land-use,  and  public  safety  measures  to  prohibit  or  regulate  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  marijuana

cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana  activities;  and

 

WHEREAS,  California  Government  Code  Section  65858  expressly  authorizes  the  City Council  to  adopt

by  four-fifths  (4/5)  vote,  without  following  the  procedures  otherwise  required  for  the  adoption  of a  zoning

ordinance,  an  urgency  ordinance  which  is  necessary  for  the  immediate  protection  of the  public  health,  safety,

and  welfare;  and

 

WHEREAS,  it  is  the  intention  of the  City Council  to  keep  this  urgency  ordinance  in  effect  only  until  the

adoption  of an  ordinance  that  establishes  a  comprehensive  policy  as  it  relates  to  personal  outdoor  nonmedical
marijuana  cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana  activities;  and  

 

WHEREAS,  it  is  also  the  intention  of the  City  Council  that  the  City immediately  begin  work  to  consider
and  study  a  comprehensive  policy  regarding  personal  outdoor  non-medical  marijuana  cultivation  and

commercial  marijuana  activities  and  enact  a  policy  as  soon  as  possible,  NOW  THEREFORE;  

 

BE  IT  ORDAINED,  by  the  Council  of the  City  of San  Diego,  as  follows:

 

Section  1.  The  recitals  above  are  incorporated  herein.

 

Section  2.  The  City  Council  hereby  finds,  determines,  and  declares  this  urgency  ordinance  adopted

pursuant  to  California  Government  Code  65858  is  necessary  because:

 

A.  Certain  provisions  of AUMA,  if passed,  become  effective  immediately  on  November  9,  2016.  Additionally,

the  AUMA  directs  the  State  of California  to  start  issuing  licenses  for  non-medical  marijuana  related  businesses

by  January  1,  2018  or  sooner.  The  AUMA  allows  local  governments  to  prohibit  or  reasonably  regulate  certain
activities  thereunder.

 

B.  The  City  of San  Diego  does  not  currently  have  land-use,  zoning,  and  permitting  requirements  in  place
governing  activities  relating  to  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  cultivation  or  commercial  marijuana  activities.



C.  The  City needs  time  to  consider,  review,  and  enact  a  comprehensive  policy  relating  to  personal  outdoor
nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana  activities,  and  therefore  it  is  necessary  to  suspend

any  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation  and  any  establishment  of commercial  marijuana

activities  as  such  use  may  be  in  conflict  with  the  development  standards  and  implementation  regulations  that  the

City  will  ultimately impose  after  the  City  has  considered  and  studied  the  issue,  which  shall  be  accomplished  in
an  expedited  fashion.

 

D.  A  moratorium  will  provide  the  City  with  time  to  study  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation
and  commercial  marijuana  activities  and  potential  impacts  such  land  uses  may  have  on  the  public  health,  safety,

and  welfare.

 

E.  A  moratorium  will  also  provide  clarity  and  consistency  that  the  City  will  not  allow  the  establishment  of

commercial  marijuana  activities  until  both  the  City  has  established  a  comprehensive  policy  regulating  such

operations  and  the  State  of California  begins  issuing  licenses  for  such  operations.

 

F.  Without  the  imposition  of a  temporary  moratorium  on  the  establishment  of personal  outdoor  nonmedical

marijuana  cultivation,  the  City  anticipates  that  one  or  more  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  marijuana  cultivation

uses  may  locate  in  the  City  before  a  non-urgency  ordinance  would  become  effective,  and  that  such  uses  may
pose  serious  risks  to  the  public  health,  safety,  and  welfare.

 

G.  There  is  a  current  and  immediate  threat  to  the  public  health,  safety,  and  welfare  of the  City  and  its
communities,  thereby  necessitating  the  immediate  enactment  of this  moratorium  as  an  urgency  ordinance  in

order  to  ensure  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  outdoor  nonmedical  cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana

activities  are  prohibited  in  the  City,  until  a  comprehensive  policy  is  adopted.  Imposition  of a  moratorium  will
allow  the  City  sufficient  time  to  conclude  the  preparation  and  enactment  of a  comprehensive  ordinance  for  the

regulation  of personal  outdoor  marijuana  cultivation  and  commercial  marijuana  activities.

 

 Section  4.  The  following  are  prohibited  pursuant  to  this  Ordinance,  so  long  as  this  Ordinance  and  any
extensions  are  in  effect:

 

A. The  personal  outdoor  nonmedical  cultivation  of marijuana  at  a  private  residence.  
 

B. Commercial  non-medical  marijuana  activities,  defined  as  the  cultivation,  possession,

manufacture,  distribution,  processing,  storing,  laboratory  testing,  labeling,  transportation,
delivery,  or  sale  of marijuana,  marijuana  products,  and  marijuana  accessories.

 

Section 5. That the italicized terms shall be interpreted in accordance with their definition in the AUMA. 

 

 Section 6. That this Ordinance, being an urgency ordinance, is effective upon its final passage and is


effective for 45 days, unless extended in accordance with Government Code section 65858 at a noticed public


hearing. 

Section 7. That, upon final passage, the Clerk is directed to transmit copies of this Ordinance to the State


of California Departments of Consumer Affairs (Bureau of Marijuana Control), Food and Agriculture, and


Public Health. 
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RESOLUTION NO.

DATE:    November 1, 201 6


TO: 

Honorable Mayor and Members ofthe City Council


FROM:    

Morgan L. Foley, City Attorney


CONTACT:     

Morgan L. Foley, City Attorney


858) 668-4508; mfoley@pow ay.org


SUBJECT:      

Urgency Ordinance to Temporarily Prohibit Nonmedical


Marijuana Stores ,  Shops,  Dispensaries ,  Collectives and

Cooperatives in the City; and Prohibiting the Outdoor


Cultivation of Marijuana in the City


Summary:    

Current City ordinances prohibit the establishment of medical marijuana


d ispensaries ,   collectives an d  coope rativ e s  

in 

the 

City 

of 

Pow ay.    

At present the


pos s e s s ion  an d  s al e  of n on m e d ical  m ari ju an a is il legal;  however,  w ith the possible


approval of Proposition 64 the City should consider an urgency ordinance prior to


November 9, 2016 in order to prevent the establishment of nonmed ical marijuana shops, 


stores ,  dispensaries, collectives and cooperatives ,  and to proh ibit the outdoor cultivation


of personal marijuana plants and products if P roposition 64 passes.


Recommend ed  

Action :    

That the City Council, by four-fifths (4/5ths) vote, adopts the


proposed urgency ordinance establishing a temporary moratorium on the use of property


for nonmed ical marijuana stores ,  shops,  dispensaries, collectives and cooperatives ,  and

to proh ibit the outdoor cu ltivation of marijuana plants and products for personal use.

Discussion: On the November 8, 2016 statew ide ballot is P roposition 64, the "Control, 


Regu late an d  Tax Adult Use 

of 

Marijuana Act, " which proposes to legalize marijuana for


pers on al  

u s e  

by 

ad u lts  

21 

y ears  

of 

age an d  

ol d e r.  P roposition 64 w ou ld  establish a state


regu latory 

s ch em e   ( 

to 

be know n as  

the 

Bureau of Marijuana 

Control,   w ith in  the


Department 

of Consumer 

Affairs ),  

much like that operated by the Department ofAlcohol


Beverage Control for 

the 

s al e  of w i n e ,  beer an d  s pi r its .  Retailers of marijuana w ou ld  be

subject to State control and P roposition 64 establishes a statew ide excise tax to be paid


by purchasers, and a cultivation tax on the product.


Pow ay currently prohibits medical marijuana dispensaries, cooperatives and collectives


th rough  

ch an ge s  m ad e  to the 

Zoning 

Code (Title 

1 7) in 2012.  P roposition 64 w ill allow

certain local control over nonmedical marijuana commercial activities, including a ban on


s u ch  

u s e s .  It also allow s cities to regulate the cultivation of marijuana outdoors ,  and limits


in door cu ltivation  to 

s ix  ( 6) plants 

for each 

ad u lt (

21  

an d  

ov e r )  in 

a private 

re s i d e n ce .  It is

anticipated that legally established commercial sales w ould not be allow ed until the State


has established its regu lations and P roposition 64 continues to ban such operations until

201 8 .    How ever,   

if Proposition 64 is approved by the voters it becomes effective
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November 9, 2016, and the personal use and cultivation provisions ofthe measure would

allow  individuals to grow  and cultivate up to six (6) plants each, for personal recreational


u s e s .


Proposition 64 leaves the current medical marijuana law s intact, and the City's current


ban ofthose types ofuses underthe Zoning Code is not affected bythe measure.


If approved by not less than four-fifths ( 4/5ths) vote of the City Council, the proposed


urgency ordinance will take impose a moratorium, take effect immediately and no second


read ing 

is 

necessary.   

If adopted, the 45-day moratorium w ould allow  the City time to


study 

the 

issues 

surround ing 

mari ju an a s h ou l d  

Proposition 64 pas s .  

It is anticipated that


the 45-day period will not provide sufficient time for such review  and study, and that


additional extensions would be needed.  The moratorium can be extended tw ice, the first


extension for not more than 10 months and 15 days, and the second for not more than


1 2 

m on th s ,  

for 

a 

total 

period  of 

tw o (

2) 

y ears .  

Each extension can only occur follow ing


properly 

noticed public 

hearings.  

It is anticipated that the City Council will need to extend


this ordinance at least once, and that will be at the City Council' s December 6, 201 6,


regular meeting.


Cou ncil Goal:


Th is item 

supports Goal # 

5 oftheCity's Strategic Plan: Maintain Quality of Life.


Environmental Review :


This item is not subjectto California Environmental QualityAct (CEQA) review .


Fiscal Impact:


Theadoptionoftheproposed urgencyordinancewill have noeffectontheCity'sfinances.


P ublic Notification :


Posted on the City's w ebsite on October 25, 201 6.


Attachments :


A.  

An Interim Urgency Ordinance ofthe City ofPow ay, Adopted Pursuant to


Government Code section 65858, Temporarily Prohibiting the Establishment


of Nonmedical Marijuana Dispensaries,  Cooperatives,  Collectives and Retail


Businesses; and Prohibiting the Establishment of Outdoor Cultivation of


Marijuana in All Zones.

Review ed/

Approved 

By:  

R: 

v ie w e d  

ByG


App?      . 

v 


J 


Wend as e rm an  

Mor.       ,  

ley


Tina M. Wh ite


Ass istant 

City 

Manager 

City ·  . 

ney

City Manager
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ORDINANCE NO.


AN INTERIM URGENCY ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF POWAY,  ADOPTED


PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 65858 ,  TEMPORARILY

PROHIBITING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NONMEDICAL MARIJUANA DISPENSARIES, 


COOPERATIVES, COLLECTIVES AND RETAIL BUSINESSES; AND PROHIBITING


THE ESTABLISHMENT OF OUTDOOR CULTIVATION OF MARIJUANA IN ALL ZONES.


WHEREAS, 

the 

City 

of 

Pow ay ("City") 

has adopted an ordinance regulating land w ithin


the 

City 

as cod ifie d  

in Title 1 7 of 

the 

Pow ay 

Mun icipal 

Code (

the "Mun icipal 

Code"); an d 


WHEREAS, the City Council for the City has previously adopted Ordinance No. 736,

adding sections 17.04.51 4, 17.08.100, 17.08.1 1 0, 17.08.120, 17.08.130, 17.08.140, 17.08.150,

1 7. 1 0.060, 1 7. 16.020, 1 7. 1 8.020, 1 7.20.020, 1 7.22.020, 1 7.23.020, 1 7.24.020 and 1 7.26.035 to


Title 

1 7 

of 

the 

Pow ay 

Mun icipal 

Code ( the " Code") 

prohibiting the establishment of medical


marijuana dispensaries, cooperatives and collectives in all zones w ithin Pow ay; and


WHEREAS, on June 28, 201 6, the California Secretary of State certified an initiative


measure for the November 8, 2016, statew ide general election titled the "Control,  Regulate and


Tax 

Adult Use 

of 

Marijuana Act, " 

which in itiative has received the designation as Proposition 64

P roposition 64"); 

an d 


WHEREAS, if Proposition 64 is approved by the voters of the State of California ( the


State") 

it w ill legalize marijuana for persons 21 years of age and older,  and w ill allow  the State


to 

regu late 

the cu ltivation ,   

testing,  

an d  

s ale 

of 

n on m ed ical 

mari ju an a,   

including marijuana


products,  as w ell as establish statew ide taxes for the commercial grow th and retail sale of


m ari ju an a;  an d 


WHEREAS, Proposition 64 w ould also make it law ful for any person, 21 years of age or


older, to possess, plant, cultivate, harvest, dry, or process for private use not more than six (6)


living marijuana plants within a private residence, or on the grounds of a private residence,


provid ed  that ( 

1) 

local ordinances may regulate the outdoor plantings, cultivation, harvesting,


drying, 

or 

process ing 

of m ar i ju an a,  an d  ( 2) "

for private use" means that the person possessing,


planting, cultivating, harvesting, drying, or processing marijuana may give aw ay ( w ithout any


compensation w hatsoever) any marijuana or marijuana products to persons 21 years of age or


old e r;  an d 


WHEREAS,  

the 

Development 

Services 

Department (

the "Department") 

is undertaking an


independent study to assist with the City's determination w hether persons conducting


businesses to establish and operate retail marijuana stores,  shops, dispensaries,  cooperatives


or collectives, in conformance w ith Proposition 64, for profit or not, should be allow ed in any


zone, or w hether such uses should be prohibited in any or all zones; and


WHEREAS, the Department is also undertaking an independent study to assist w ith the


City's determination w hether persons should be allow ed to plant,  cultivate,  harvest,  dry or


process marijuana outdoors upon the ground s of a private res idence; and

WHEREAS, the establishment of marijuana stores,  shops, dispensaries,  cooperatives or


collectives, and the right to plant, cultivate, harvest, dry or process marijuana outdoors upon the


grou n d s  of 

a private 

re s id e n ce ,   

in 

the 

City,  

prior to the completion of the studies being


conducted by the City w ould undermine the potential enforceability of, and conflict w ith, any


possible regulation or ban on such uses in the City.
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Ord inance No.


Page 2

NOW THEREFORE,  THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF POWAY DOES ORDAIN


AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 

1:  

The City of Pow ay has an overriding interest in planning and regulating


d evelopment of al l  u s e s  of 

property 

w i th i n  

the 

City.  

Implicit in any plan or regulation is the City's

interest in maintaining and improving the quality of life and the character of the City's

n e igh borh ood s .   

Without stable, w ell-planned neighborhoods,  areas of the City can quickly


deteriorate,  

w ith  

detrimental con s e q u e n ce s  to s ocial ,  e n v i ron m e n tal ,  

an d  

economic val u e s .  

It is

the intent of the City Council to assure that all neighborhoods remain w ell-planned and that


re s i d e n ts  m ain tain  

a 

high 

quality 

of 

l ife.  

This intent may be effectuated by a comprehensive


study resulting in amendments to the Zoning Ordinance.


SECTION 2:   

The purpose of this ordinance is to temporarily prevent and prohibit the


e s tab l is h m en t of 

any 

retai l  

bus inesses 

selling 

n on m e d ical  

mari ju an a,   m ari ju an a products,

including nonmedical marijuana stores, shops, dispensaries, cooperatives or collectives, on any


s ite s ,   for n e w  d evelopment or re d e v e lopm e n t,   in 

any 

zon es  

w ith i n  

the 

City,  

u n ti l  s u ch 


reasonable time as a detailed study may be made.


SECTION 

3:   

This ordinance is an interim ordinance adopted as an urgency measure


pursuant to Government Code Section 65858 and is for the immediate preservation of the public


peace, health 

an d  

w e l fare .  

The facts constituting the urgency are these: Allow ing the location


an d  

e s tab l i s h m en t 

of n on m e d ical  m ar i ju an a 

s tore s ,   s h ops ,   

dispensaries,  

cooperative s  or

col lectives ,   

w ith ou t regu lation  or proh ib ition ,   

is likely to create a burden on public safety


resources, including both law  enforcement and emergency response services, thereby reducing


the 

quality 

of life w ith i n  

the 

City'

s  

n e igh borh ood s .    

In view  of the facts set forth in the


aforementioned Recitals of this Ordinance, it is necessary to immediately study, hold hearings,


and consider an amendment of the City's Zoning Ordinance and the adoption of regulations for


the location 

an d  

e s tab l i s h m e n t,   or proh ib ition ,   of n on m e d ical  m ar i ju an a 

s tores ,   s h ops , 


dispensaries, cooperatives and collectives as they may be recommended to the City Council by


the Development Services 

Department.  

A comprehensive set of regulations cannot be enacted


w ithout due deliberation,  and it w ill take an undetermined length of time to work out the details


of 

the 

compreh en s ive  

regu lation s .  

It w ould be destructive of the proposed regulations if, during


the period they are being studied and are the subject of public hearings, parties seeking to


evade the operation of these regulations in the form they may be adopted should be permitted


to operate in a manner which might progress so far as to defeat in whole or in part the ultimate


objective of those regulations.


SECTION 4:   ( a)      

Notw ithstanding any provision of the Municipal Code to the


contrary,  the use of any property within any zone in the City of Pow ay as a nonmedical


marijuana store, shop, dispensary, cooperative, or collective, is prohibited. The issuance of any


permit, license, or certificate forthe operation ofany such uses shall be prohibited.


b)      

In the event that Proposition 64 is approved by the voters nothing in this


Ord inance 

s h al l  

create 

any 

crim in al  

liability 

for 

any 

in d ivid ual 

w h o is 

possess ing,   planting, 


cultivating,   harvesting, drying, or processing marijuana or marijuana products as defined in

Proposition 64, so long as such activities occur indoors and in compliance w ith Proposition 64


provided, how ever, that no property is used in the City of Pow ay contrary to this Ordinance. Any


new commercial or other development or redevelopment in the City is hereby prohibited as


noted in subsection ( a) above until such reasonable time as a study may be made and the


Zoning Amendment and public hearing process pertaining to these matters is completed or until


December 16, 201 6, w hichever occurs sooner, except as may be extended as provided by


Government Code Section 65858.
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c)       

In the event that Proposition 64 is approved by the voters no person shall


be allow ed to plant, cultivate, harvest, dry or process any marijuana or marijuana products as


defined in Proposition 64 in any amount unless such activities are conducted indoors, in the


person' s private residence or within an ancillary structure located upon the grounds of the


person' s private residence that is locked and not visible by normal unaided vision from a public


place.


SECTION 5:   

The City Council of the City of Pow ay hereby declares that should any


s ection ,   paragraph, 

s e n te n ce ,   ph ras e ,  

term or 

w ord  

of 

this Ord inance,   

hereby 

ad opte d ,   be

declared for any reason to be invalid, it is the intent of the City Council that it w ould have


adopted all other portions ofthis Ordinance irrespective of any such portioned declared invalid.


SECTION 6:   

This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon passage by a 4/5ths


vote of the City Council, and in accordance w ith Government Code Section 65858.


PASSED AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Pow ay,  California at a


special meeting held this 1 st day of November 201 6, by the follow ing vote to w it:


AYES

NOES


ABSENT

DISQUALIFY  :

Steve Vaus, Mayor


ATTEST:

Nancy Neufeld, CMC, City Clerk


STATE OF CALIFORNIA   )

SS


COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO )

I, 

Nancy 

Neufeld,  

City Clerk, of the City of Pow ay, do hereby certify that the


foregoing 

Ord inance 

No. ',  

w as duly adopted by the City Council at a regular meeting


of said City Council held on the 1 st day of November 201 6, and that it w as so adopted


by the follow ing vote:


AYES:

NOES:


ABSENT:

DISQUALIFIED:

Nancy Neufeld, CMC, City Clerk


City of Pow ay
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Letter From  President Jim  Bueermann, Police  Foundation


Dear Colleagues,

This  past spring,  I  was  contacted  by Chief Marc  Vasquez  of the  Erie  Police  Department
in  Colorado  to  discuss  the  issues  and  challenges  that Colorado  law  enforcement was
experiencing  as  the  state  underwent the  task of implementing  the  recent laws  legalizing
marijuana.  In  January  2014,  after 14  years  with  legal  medical  marijuana  use,  Colorado
became  the  ®rst state  to  allow  those  over the  age  of 21  to  grow  and  use  recreational
marijuana.  State  and  law  enforcement of®cials  feared  that this  would  lead  to  a  huge
increase  in  criminal  behavior.  Others  predicted  that the  elimination  of arrests  for
marijuana  would  bring  a  huge  savings  for police  and  the  justice  system.

To  date,  these  predictions  have  not been  borne  out.  It is  early  to  tell  what effect legalized
marijuana  will  have  on  crime  and  public  safety  overall.  Nonetheless,  Colorado  law
enforcement of®cials  have  observed  some  concerning  trends  in  drug  use,  most notably
with  youth  and  young  adults.  Law  enforcement of®cials  also  say  they  are  spending
increased  amounts  of time  and  funds  on  the  challenges  of enforcing  the  new  laws
surrounding  legal  marijuana.

Both  nationally  and  in  Colorado,  there  is  almost no  signi®cant research  or data  collection
to  determine  the  impact of  legalized  marijuana  on  public  safety.  We  at the  Police
Foundation  believe  Colorado�s  experience  and  subsequent knowledge  as  they  implement
legalized  marijuana  will  be  bene®cial  to  share  with  law  enforcement of®cials  and  policy
makers  across  the  nation.  Understanding  that there  are  lessons  to  be  learned  and  shared
with  the  larger law  enforcement community,  the  Police  Foundation  partnered  with  the
Colorado  Association  of Chiefs  of  Police  in  publishing  this  guide  -  �Colorado�s  Legalization
of  Marijuana  and  the  Impact on  Public  Safety:  A  Practical  Guide  for Law  Enforcement.�

 Eighteen  years  ago,  California  became  the  ®rst state  to  approve  legalized  medical
marijuana.  Since  that time  22  other states  have  approved  medical  marijuana  measures
� nearly  half  of the  nation.  Four states  and  the  District of  Columbia  have  approved  the
legalization  of  recreational  marijuana  use.  We  are  moving  rapidly  to  a  new  era  in  how
we  manage  marijuana  sales  and  the  larger industry  growing  underfoot,  and  we  hope  this
guidebook can  illustrate  the  challenges  for local  law  enforcement and  help  those  about
to  engage  in  this  type  of policy  to  learn  from  Colorado.  Law  enforcement is  charged  with
ensuring  public  safety  while  enforcing  the  new  regulations,  which  includes  both  the
limitations  and  de®nitions  under a  new  law.  This  guide  is  not a  discussion  on  whether
marijuana  should  be  legalized,  but rather a  review  of  the  challenges  presented  to
Colorado  law  enforcement in  the  wake  of legalized  marijuana.
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Colorado  law  enforcement has  been  tasked  to  balance  critical  issues  such  as  opposing
state  and  federal  marijuana  laws;  illegal  traf®cking  of Colorado  marijuana  across
state  lines;  ensuring  public  safety  of  growing  operations  and  extraction  businesses  in
residential  areas;  to  name  a  few.

Resolving  the  issues  resulting  from  legalized  marijuana  may  bene®t from  a  community
policing  approach  � including  partners  from  the  medical,  health,  criminal  justice,  city  and
county  government,  and  other marijuana  stakeholders.  The  collective  wisdom  of  these
partnerships  can  potentially  provide  a  consensus  on  policies  and  practices  for ensuring
safety.

The  Police  Foundation  intends  that  this  guide  will  assist  not  only  Colorado  police  and
sheriffs,  but  will  contribute  to  the  growing  dialogue  as  law  enforcement  of®cials,  state
and  local  policy  makers  across  the  nation  consider legalizing  marijuana  in  their states
and  localities.

Sincerely,

Jim  Bueermann
President
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Letter From  Chief Marc Vasquez, Erie  Police  Department

Dear Colleagues,

Colorado�s  journey  down  the  path  of legalized  marijuana  took many  of  us  in  law
enforcement by  surprise  � we  simply  did  not think that it would  ever happen  here.  Our
understanding  of  the  complex  issues  around  marijuana  legalization  changes  almost
weekly as  we  continue  to  advance  solutions  for public  safety  under the  Colorado
constitution.  It does  not matter if  we  are  for or against marijuana  legalization.  As  law
enforcement professionals,  we  must be  prepared  to  tackle  the  implementation  of  public
policies  as  we  are  faced  with  marijuana  legalization  nationally.

Legalized  marijuana  brings  new  challenges.  Increased  use  of marijuana  by  both  adults
and  youth  will  occur in  communities  where  marijuana  is  legalized.  With  increased  use,  we
can  expect to  see  more  driving  under the  in¯uence  of marijuana  cases  and  an  increased
number of accidental  overdoses  from  highly  potent THC  concentrates.  We  anticipate
increased  diversion  of marijuana  to  juveniles  and  states  that currently  prohibit marijuana.

One  of  our greatest challenges  is  educating  our communities,  policy-makers  and  elected
of®cials  as  to  the  risks  of adding  marijuana  to  already  legal  substances,  such  as  alcohol
and  tobacco.  Our ability to  collect and  analyze  data  regarding  the  impact of  marijuana
legalization  remains  a  challenge.  Another challenge  is  the  con¯ict between  state  and
federal  law.  As  peace  of®cers,  we  have  pledged  to  uphold  both  the  Colorado  and  United
State�s  constitutions,  which  con¯ict regarding  marijuana  laws.

Like  you,  I  am  a  strong  community-policing  advocate.  Using  the  community policing  model,  I
believe  that we  need  to  partner and  problem-solve  with  our communities  around  the  issues
of marijuana  legalization.  Working  with  stakeholders  who  have  an  interest in  marijuana
legalization,  either pro  or con,  provides  the  best opportunity to  develop public  policies  that
will  be  fair and  effective  for our communities.  What works  in  Colorado  may not work in  your
community so  solutions  to  this  complex issue  must be  crafted  for your community.

This  technical  assistance  guide  will  be  updated  as  our understanding  of the  complex issues
around  marijuana  legalization  continues  to  evolve.  For any police  chief or sheriff who  may
be  facing  marijuana  legalization  in  your state,  I  hope  this  guide  provides  at least a  starting
point for you.  Feel  free  to  contact the  Colorado  Association  of Chiefs  of Police  (http://www.

colochiefs.org)  or the  Police  Foundation  in  Washington  D.C.  (http://www.policefoundation.

org)  if we  can  be  of any assistance.  It is  an  honor to  be  involved  in  the  development of this
technical  assistance  guide  on  marijuana  legalization  published  by the  Police  Foundation.

Sincerely,

Marc  Vasquez,  Chief
Erie  Police  Department
Erie,  Colorado

http://www
http://www.policefoundation
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personally  and  professionally  dedicated  to  preserving  basic  family  values,  which  are
essential  for achieving  a  high  quality  of life.

ABOUT THE POLICE FOUNDATION


The  mission  of  the  Police  Foundation  is  �Advancing  Policing  Through  Innovation  &
Science.�  The  Foundation  is  a  national  non-pro®t bipartisan  organization  that,  consistent
with  its  commitment to  improve  policing,  has  been  on  the  cutting  edge  of police
innovation  for over 40  years.  The  professional  staff  at the  Police  Foundation  works
closely  with  law  enforcement,  judges,  prosecutors,  defense  attorneys,  and  community-
based  organizations  to  develop  research,  comprehensive  reports,  policy  briefs,
model  policies,  and  innovative  programs  that will  support strong  community-police
partnerships.  The  Police  Foundation  conducts  innovative  research  and  provides  on-the-
ground  technical  assistance  to  police  and  sheriffs,  as  well  as  engaging  practitioners
from  multiple  systems  (corrections,  mental  health,  housing,  etc.),  and  local,  state,  and
federal  jurisdictions  on  topics  related  to  police  research,  policy,  and  practice.  The  Police
Foundation  also  manages  the  National  Law  Enforcement Of®cer Near Miss  Reporting
System  found  at www.LEOnearmiss.org,  and  a  site  dedicated  to  learning  from  critical
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http://www.LEOnearmiss.org,
http://www.incidentreviews.org
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When  voters  made  Colorado  the  ®rst state  in  the  nation  to  legalize  recreational  marijuana
in  2012,  law  enforcement was  presented  with  a  new  challenge:  understanding  and
enforcing  new  laws  that aim  to  regulate  marijuana  use,  rather than  enforcing  laws  that
deem  marijuana  use  to  be  illegal.  Supporters  of the  new  law  claimed  this  would  make
things  easier for police  and  save  at least $12  million1  in  taxpayer dollars  on  reduced  law
enforcement costs.  Agencies  across  the  state  argue  that has  not been  the  case2.  The
legislation  to  enact the  new  laws  has  been  vague,  and  consequently  dif®cult to  enforce.
Unforeseen  problems  have  arisen,  ranging  from  how  to  determine  when  a  driver is  legally

under the  in¯uence  of  marijuana  to  how
to  deal  with  legal  drug  re®ning  operations
in  residential  neighborhoods.  Some
Colorado  law  enforcement agencies  have
at least one  full-time  of®cer dedicated  to
marijuana  regulation  and  enforcement,
but most agencies  do  not have  this
option  and  are  struggling  to  deal  with  the
additional  workload  brought by legalized
marijuana.  Many  law  enforcement
leaders  are  frustrated  by  the  con¯ict

between  enforcing  the  new  law  and  upholding  federal  statutes  that continue  to  view
marijuana  use  as  illegal.  The  neighboring  states  of  Nebraska  and  Oklahoma  have  ®led
suit in  the  U.S.  Supreme  Court3  to  overturn  Colorado�s  Constitutional  amendment legalizing
recreational  marijuana,  claiming  that they have  been  ̄ ooded  with  illegal  marijuana  from
Colorado.  Additionally,  school  resource  of®cers  and  other law  enforcement leaders
interviewed  by the  Police  Foundation  said  they worry  that illicit drug  use  by  young  people
is  on  the  rise  because  of easy  access  to  marijuana  through  a  continuing  black market and
a  �gray  market�  of semi-legal  marijuana  sold  through  unauthorized  channels.

The  Police  Foundation  and  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of Police  have  developed
this  guide  to  illustrate  the  challenges  for law  enforcement in  Colorado.  This  guide  will
introduce  some  of  the  solutions  that have  been  put into  effect and  outline  problems  that
still  need  to  be  addressed.

The  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of  Police  and  almost every  law  enforcement leader
in  the  state  opposed  the  passage  of Amendment 64,  which  legalized  the  recreational
use  of  marijuana.  Many  chiefs  still  express  strong  opposition  and  some  want to  work to
repeal  the  law  because  they  believe  it will  lead  to  more  crime  and  possible  increased
drug  addiction,  especially  for the  youth  population.  However,  this  guide  is  not intended
to  address  the  complex political  elements  of  marijuana  legalization.  It is  designed  to
summarize  the  numerous  challenges  faced  by  law  enforcement when  enforcing  the  laws
surrounding  legalization,  to  document solutions  that have  been  proposed  and  put into
effect,  and  outline  problems  that still  need  to  be  addressed.

INTRODUCTION
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Colorado  is  only a  year into  the  legalization  of  recreational  marijuana  and  Colorado
law  enforcement agencies  have  already  faced  many  challenges  in  enforcement and
management of  the  legalization  process,  which  lawmakers  did  not anticipate.  Law
enforcement will  continue  to  address  circumstances  as  they  arise,  and  the  Police
Foundation  and  the  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of Police  will  continue  to  partner in
relaying  information  on  policies,  procedures,  and  best practices  in  addressing  crime  and
disorder related  to  legalized  marijuana  to  law  enforcement agencies  nationwide.

METHODOLOGY

The  purpose  of  this  review  was  to  identify  Colorado�s  public  safety  challenges,  solutions,
and  unresolved  issues  with  legalized  medical  marijuana  and  recreational  marijuana.
Very little  hard  data  has  been  gathered  on  the  effects  of recreational  marijuana  sales
in  Colorado.  There  has  been  little  rigorous,  evidence-based  research  to  draw  any
conclusions  regarding  the  impact of  legalized  marijuana  on  law  enforcement.  Information
gathered  from  interviews  and  focus  groups  with  law  enforcement of®cers  and  subject
matter experts  as  well  as  of®cial  documents  and  news  stories  are  presented  in  this  guide
to  help  all  law  enforcement who  are  facing  the  challenges  of legalized  marijuana.

PARTICIPANTS

The  Police  Foundation  convened  two  focus  groups  to  obtain  the  thoughts  and  opinions  of
Colorado  law  enforcement executives,  detectives,  and  of®cers  on  enforcing  the  marijuana
laws.  Participants  were  selected  based  on  their experience  and  knowledge  of  marijuana
legalization,  as  well  as  agency  location  and  size,  to  get a  broad  representation.

One  focus  group  had  nine  participants,  with  six  police  chiefs,  one  sheriff,  and  three
of®cers  representing  large,  mid-size,  and  small  agencies,  along  the  Front Range  and  in  the
Rocky Mountains.  The  chiefs  of police  and  sheriff have  been  in  policing  from  23-40  years
and  the  of®cers  have  been  in  policing  15  years  or more.

The  second  focus  group  session  included  six  of®cers,  detectives,  and  marijuana
regulatory  of®cers.  These  of®cers  and  detectives  serve  in  the  capacity  of monitoring
marijuana  regulations  in  their community  and  investigating  violations  of  the  marijuana
laws.  Their tour of duty was  anywhere  from  approximately  ®ve  to  25  years.  These  of®cers
represented  Front Range  agencies  from  large,  mid-size,  and  small  agencies,  as  well  as
the  mountain  towns  and  ski  resorts.

In  addition  to  the  focus  groups,  the  Police  Foundation  conducted  23  individual  interviews
with  Colorado  law  enforcement leaders  and  of®cers.  A  snowball  sample  was  used  to
obtain  names  of  subject matter experts.

Whenever possible,  the  focus  groups  and  interviews  have  been  supplemented  by
of®cial  documents  illustrating  legislation,  court decisions,  and  law  enforcement studies.
Hundreds  of  media  articles  were  surveyed  to  gain  background  on  the  issue,  and  some  are
used  to  illustrate  points  or historical  background.



PROCEDURES
Focus  group  participants  were  asked  a  series  of  questions  on  Amendment 20  (legalizing
medical  marijuana)  and  Amendment 64  (legalizing  recreational  marijuana)  to  determine
how  they  worked  with  the  community  and  municipal/county  government to  identify
and  address  public  safety  concerns  regarding:  (1)  crime  and  disorder,  (2)  youth  related
issues,  (3)  successful  approaches  to  addressing  crime  or community issues,  and  (4)
unanticipated  consequences  challenging  public  safety resources,  strategies,  policies,
or procedures.  Interviews  were  recorded  whenever possible  with  the  permission  of  the
interviewee  and  then  transcribed.
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I. OVERVIEW OF COLORADO�S MARIJUANA LEGISLATION

The  passage  of Amendment 20  in  November
2000  made  Colorado  the  ®fth  state  to  legalize 
the  medical  use  of  marijuana.  Twelve  years 
later the  state  became  one  of  the  ®rst 
two  (along  with  Washington)  to  legalize 
recreational  marijuana  when  Amendment 
64  passed  in  November 2012.  Because 
Colorado�s  law  took effect immediately
and  Washington�s  was  delayed  until 
supporting  legislation  was  passed,  Colorado 
is  considered  the  ®rst state  to  have  legal 
recreational  marijuana. 

The  amendments  con¯ict with  the  federal
Controlled  Substance  Act of 1970,  which
classi®es  marijuana  as  a  Schedule  I  controlled  substance  and  states  that it is  illegal  to
sell,  use  or transport marijuana  across  state  lines.  Federal  of®cials  eventually granted
some  leeway to  the  states  that have  legalized  marijuana,  but the  con¯icts  between  state
and  federal  law  remain  a  signi®cant challenge  for law  enforcement.

Amendment 20,  The Medical Use of Marijuana Act,  passed  in  2000  with  53.3  percent of  the
voters  approving  the  use  of marijuana  for debilitating  medical  conditions.

Under the  act,  individuals  requesting  medical  marijuana  for conditions  such  as  cancer,
glaucoma,  cachexia,  severe  nausea,  seizures,  multiple  sclerosis  and  chronic  pain
associated  with  a  debilitating  or medical  condition,  may  register with  the  Colorado
Department of  Public  Health  and  Environment (CDPHE)  and  obtain  a  registered  medical
marijuana  patient card.  Patients  may  also  obtain  a  physician�s  evaluation  and  of®cial
recommendation  for the  number of  medical  marijuana  plants  they  are  allowed  to  grow.
The  law  allows  individual  patients  the  right to  possess  two  ounces  of  marijuana  and
six  marijuana  plants  � and  they  can  have  more  upon  a  physician�s  recommendation.
Physicians  can  recommend  any  amount they  deem  necessary for the  patient�s  anticipated
treatment.  Patients  can  grow  the  marijuana  themselves  or designate  a  caregiver to
cultivate  the  plants  and  distribute  the  yield.  A  caregiver could  have  up  to  ®ve  patients
and  theoretically  cultivate  plants  for each  of  them;  the  law  also  requires  the  caregiver to
register with  the  CDPHE.

The  implementation  of Amendment 20  was  uneventful  for the  ®rst ®ve  years;  however,
three  signi®cant events  occurred  between  2005  and  2010,  which  changed  the  medical
marijuana  industry.  (See  Appendix 1  for a  detailed  history of  Colorado�s  marijuana  laws).

From  2001  to  2008,  there  were  a
total  of 4,819  approved  patient
licenses.  In  2009,  there  were  41,039
approved  medical  marijuana
registrations  from  CDPHE.
Source:  CDPHE

The  number of marijuana
dispensaries  went  from  zero  in
2008  to  900  by  mid-2010.
Source:  Department of Revenue,  Marijuana
Enforcement Division
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marijuana  for recreational  use.  Voters  in  the  town  of  Breckenridge  approved  a  similar
measure  in  2009.
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and  instructed  CDPHE  to  hold  an  open  meeting  and  revise  the  caregiver language. 4

The  department was  unable  to  set a  new  de®nition,  and  so  there  was  no  regulatory
language  on  how  many  medical  marijuana  patients  a  caregiver could  supply  until  the
General  Assembly  created  new  laws  the  following  year.

UÊÓää�\Ê/�iÊ1°-°Êi«>ÀÌ�i�ÌÊ�vÊÕÃÌ�ViÊÀi�i>Ãi`ÊÌ�iÊº"}`i�Êi��]»Ê«À�Û�`��}Ê}Õ� -̀
ance  and  clari®cation  to  the  U.S.  Attorneys  in  states  with  enacted  medical  marijua-
na  laws.  Deputy  Attorney  General  David  W.  Ogden  stated,  among  other things,  the
federal  government would  not prosecute  anyone  operating  in  clear and  unambiguous
compliance  with  the  states�  marijuana  laws.5

The  Growth  of Medical  Marijuana  Centers
When  CDPHE�s  caregiver de®nition  was  overturned  in  court in  2009,  there  was  no  limit on
the  number of  patients  caregivers  could  serve.  At the  same  time,  there  was  a  boom  in  the
number of  medical  marijuana  patients  registering  with  CDPHE.

Some  medical  marijuana  proponents  decided  to  test the  boundaries  of the  caregiver
model  after the  de®nition  was  thrown  out.  This  resulted  in  a  proliferation  of medical
marijuana  centers  throughout the  state.  These  centers  grew  large  quantities  of  marijuana
plants  because  they could  claim  to  be  the  �caregivers�  for any  registered  medical
marijuana  patient.

This  was  one  of the  ®rst major unanticipated  problems  for law  enforcement,  according
to  members  of  the  Police  Foundation  focus  groups.  Since  there  were  no  statutes  or
regulations,  the  medical  marijuana  centers  had  no  restrictions  on  the  number of patients
to  whom  they  could  provide  marijuana.  This  also  led  to  patients  �shopping�  their doctor�s
recommendation  to  as  many  medical  marijuana  centers  as  they  wanted  and  as  often  as
they  wanted,  focus  group  members  said.  As  long  as  the  patient had  a  �red  card�  and  an
authorized  doctor�s  recommendation,  then  that patient could  go  to  countless  medical
marijuana  centers  as  long  as  the  patient only  carried  two  ounces  or less  out of  each  one.

Because  so  many  medical  marijuana  centers  opened  so  quickly,  state  and  local  of®cials
found  it dif®cult to  regulate  them.  The  General  Assembly  did  not craft regulations  until
2010  to  govern  licensing  fees,  inventory tracking  requirements,  production  of  marijuana
infused  products,  packaging  and  labeling  requirements,  and  disposal  of  waste  water from
the  processing  of medical  marijuana.
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Figure  1:  Tipping  Point  for Opening  Medical  Marijuana  Centers

Source:  Adapted  from  Chief Marc  Vasquez

From  June  1,  2001,  to  December 31,  2008,  a  total  of  5,993  patients  applied  for a  medical
marijuana  registration  card  (also  known  as  a  red  card  due  to  its  color).  Of  those
applicants,  4,819  were  approved.  After the  opening  of the  medical  marijuana  centers,  by
December 31,  2009,  there  were  43,769  applications  of  which  41,039  were  approved.  This  is
an  increase  of  751.61%  in  approved  registrations  in  just one  year�s  time.  As  of  December
1,  2014,  there  were  116,287  medical  marijuana  patients  registered  with  the  state.

The  Colorado  legislature  responded  to  these  developments  by  passing  legislation  in
the  2010  and  2011  sessions  that  created  the  Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Code.  The
primary  bills  creating  the  Code  were  HB  10-1284,  SB  10-109  and  HB  11-1043.  They
legalized  medical  marijuana  centers  and  created  a  range  of  marijuana  business-related
regulations.  Other parts  of  the  code  limited  caregivers  to  provide  for just  ®ve  patients
(although  more  could  be  approved  under a  waiver),  and  created  a  new  regulatory  body:
the  Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement  Division  under the  state  Department  of  Revenue.  In
addition  to  marijuana  plants,  the  code  allowed  for �infused  products�  to  be  made  and
sold  to  patients.
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The  code  requires  centers  to  cultivate  at least 70  percent of the  marijuana  they  sell.  The
law  created  a  �seed-to-sale�  inventory  tracking  system  which  tracks  all  marijuana  plants
from  cultivation  to  sale  to  the  customer.  The  legislation  allows  local  jurisdictions  to  set
their own  rules  on  whether to  allow  marijuana  businesses  to  operate  in  their municipality
or county,  hours  of operation  and  other rules  � as  long  as  the  rules  were  stricter than
state  law.  Of  the  state�s  64  counties,  22  agreed  to  allow  new  marijuana  businesses  in  their
jurisdictions,  while  37  banned  them  outright.  Others  grandfathered  in  existing  operators,
and  still  others  set further limits  on  the  businesses.

The  update  to  the  code  that passed  in  2011  -  HB  11-1043  -  set stricter requirements  on
doctors  providing  recommendations  for medical  marijuana  and  provided  for licensing  of
businesses  manufacturing  infused  products.

In  2012  with  the  passage  of Amendment 64,  Colorado  voters  approved  the  recreational  use
of  marijuana.  The  new  law  allows  anyone  21  years  of age  or older to  possess  one  ounce
of  marijuana  or to  grow  six  plants  for personal  use.  It is  illegal  to  provide  recreational
marijuana  to  anyone  under the  age  of 21.  Amendment 64  prohibits  the  consumption  of
marijuana  in  public  or open  places  and  de®nes  driving  under the  in¯uence.  Regulations
were  also  established  on  infused  products  � edibles  that include  marijuana  oil  � that
could  now  be  sold  for recreational  use.  The  amendment provided  provisions  for local
governing  bodies  (i.e.,  City Council  or County  Commission)  to  determine  whether to  permit
recreational  marijuana  stores,  marijuana  infused  product businesses,  or cultivations
in  their area,  similar to  provisions  for medical  marijuana  providers.  If approved  locally,
medical  marijuana  centers  were  allowed  to  sell  recreational  quantities.  The  amendment
requires,  among  other things,  operators  of  marijuana  cultivation  and  sales  facilities  to
undergo  a  criminal  background  check.  Anyone  with  a  felony  conviction  is  barred  from
operating  a  cultivation  and  sales  facility or working  in  the  industry.

Both  medical  marijuana  and  recreational  marijuana  is  subject to  the  state�s  2.9  percent sales
tax,  and  recreational  sales  are  also  subject to  a  10  percent excise  tax.  Local  taxes  may be
added  as  well  � in  Denver,  recreational  marijuana  is  subject to  a  total  21.12  percent tax.

The  Colorado  legislature  passed  a  series  of bills  (SB 13-283 and  HB 13-1317) to  implement the
recreational  marijuana  provisions  of Amendment 64.  They limited  non-Colorado  residents  to
purchasing  only one  quarter of an  ounce  of marijuana  after neighboring  states  expressed
fears  that marijuana  �tourists�  would  transport large  quantities  home  to  sell  illegally.

This  history  of  overlapping  medical  and  recreational  marijuana  laws  has  left law
enforcement in  Colorado  with  the  challenge  of  both  interpreting  and  enforcing  the  laws.
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The  Four Models  for Regulating  Medical  and  Recreational  Marijuana

As  a  result of the  passage  of  Amendments  20  and  64,  four types  of marijuana  regulation
and  oversight models  emerged  � caregiver/patient,  medical  commercial,  recreational
home-grown  and  recreational  commercial  (see  Figure  2).  Having  different models  and
regulatory  agencies  providing  oversight has  created  challenges.  The  ®rst model  began
with  the  passage  of Amendment 20:  the  caregiver/patient model  for medical  marijuana.

With  the  proliferation  of medical  marijuana  centers  the  second  model,  medical
commercial,  was  established  for licensing  and  regulating  the  medical  marijuana  industry.
When  Amendment 64  was  passed,  the  recreational  models  were  established.  The
Marijuana  Enforcement Division  regulates  the  Medical  and  Recreational  Commercial
models,  and  systems  are  in  place  for monitoring  the  commercial  industry.

The  regulation  by  local  law  enforcement of the  caregiver/patient and  the  recreational
home-grown  models  is  more  challenging.

Local  law  enforcement agencies  are  not authorized  to  perform  home  checks.  They are
bound  by  the  law  and  cannot investigate  a  home  grow  unless  a  complaint has  been  ®led.
Even  then,  the  of®cer must have  probable  cause  to  believe  a  crime  is  being  committed
by residents  of the  home  or the  resident would  have  to  consent to  allow  the  of®cers  into
the  home.  Thus,  of®cers  could  conduct �knock & talks�  at a  caregiver location,  but they
would  need  to  establish  probable  cause  to  execute  a  criminal  search  if  they  believe
crimes  are  being  committed.  Some  municipalities  are  enacting  ordinances  that prohibit
noxious  odors  and  the  number of  plants  allowed  to  grow,  and  local  law  enforcement can
use  those  ordinances  to  address  neighborhood  complaints.6

Figure  2  :  Four Models  Created  through  Amendments  20  and  64

Source: Adapted from Chief Marc Vasquez 7

Medical  Commercial 

� Licensing  for Businesses,  Owners
and  Employees

� Licensed  by  Department of  Revenue,
Marijuana  Enforcement Division

� Regulatory authority:  Marijuana
Enforcement Division

Caregiver/Patient


� Caregivers  who  can  grow  for up  to  5
patients  and  themselves

� Routinely  see  large  grows

� Patients  are  licensed  by  Colorado
Department of  Public  Health  and
Environment

� Caregiver Regulatory authority:
Colorado  Department of Public
Health  and  Environment and
local  law  enforcement

Recreational  Commercial

� Licensing  for Businesses,  Owners
and  Employees

� Licensed  by  Department of  Revenue,
Marijuana  Enforcement Division

� Regulatory authority:  Marijuana
Enforcement Division

Recreational  Home  Grows

� Anyone  21  years  of age  or older can
grow  up  to  6  plants.  Law  enforce-
ment is  seeing  �Co-op�  cultivations
where  a  number of  adults  over 21
grow  their marijuana  at one  location.
This  scenario  is  challenging  for law
enforcement because  of®cers  are
uncertain  which  area  of Amendment
20  or 64  may apply to  the  cultivation.

� No  licensing  required

� Regulatory authority:  local  law
enforcement
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II. MEASURING  LEGALIZED  MARIJUANA�S  IMPACT
ON  INVESTIGATIONS, CRIME, AND  DISORDER

The  legalization  of  marijuana  in  Colorado  has  created  numerous  challenges  for law
enforcement in  conducting  investigations,  establishing  probable  cause,  determining
search  and  seizure  procedures,  and  addressing  public  safety concerns  with  home
growing  operations.

In  order to  best assess  the  impact that the  legalization  of  marijuana  has  had  on  crime,
data  must be  gathered.  Colorado  authorities  did  not establish  a  data  collection  system
when  they  began  addressing  the  enforcement of  the  new  laws;  thus,  law  enforcement
leaders  who  participated  in  the  Police  Foundation  focus  groups  have  urged  that
departments  in  other states  facing  laws  on  legalization  move  quickly  to  establish  data
collection  systems  and  processes  in  preparation  for the  new  challenges  they  will  face.

Law enforcement leaders  in  focus  groups
convened  by the  Police  Foundation  warned 
that until  there  is  a  statewide  data  collection
system,  it will  not be  possible  to  fully
understand  the  impact of legalized  marijuana
and  related  crime  in  the  state  of Colorado;
however,  they believe  crime  is  increasing. 
Efforts  are  currently underway at the 
Colorado  Department of Criminal  Justice  to 
develop  statewide  data  collection  systems. 
Given  the  time  needed  to  create  a  statewide 
data  system,  it may be  years  before  Colorado 
law enforcement can  fully analyze  the 
impacts  of legalized  marijuana. 

In  the  meantime,  local  law enforcement 
and  other related  regulatory agencies  and 
service  providers  are  collecting  data  at
the  local  level  to  understand  the  impact of 
marijuana-related  crime.  Collecting  and
analyzing  this  data  is  a  challenge  for smaller
agencies  including  the  majority of mountain  towns,  which  are  impacted  by high  volumes  of
out-of-state  visitors.

Colorado  law  enforcement leaders  in  the  Police  Foundation  focus  groups  have  urged  that
departments  in  other states  facing  laws  on  legalization  move  quickly  to  establish  data
collection  regarding  the  new  challenges  they face.

The  Denver Police  Department (DPD)  has  been  one  of the  most active  agencies  in
collecting  data  since  legalization.  Examining  Denver�s  data  provides  some  insight into  the
complexity  of marijuana  data  collection  at the  local  level.

�The  absence  and  lack  of data  is
absolutely  a  killer to  demonstrate
whether there  is  going  to  be
adverse  consequences  of
marijuana  on  your community
or not.  So  what  every  law
enforcement agency  in  the  country
should  do  right  now,  today,  is
start  collecting  data,  not  just  on
marijuana  but  on  all  controlled
substances  to  establish  a  baseline.
Colorado  has  missed  their
opportunity  to  collect  baseline
data,  but  other  states  could  be
establishing  their baselines  now.�

� Sgt.  Jim  Gerhardt
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Figure  3:  Denver and  State  Comparisons  for Marijuana  Medical  and  Retail  stores,
Marijuana  Cultivations,  Marijuana  Infused  Product Producers  and  THC  Inspection
Laboratories

Source: City of Denver data from Denver (CO) Police Department; state data from State of Colorado,  Department of Revenue.


The  Denver Police  Department collects  marijuana  crime  data  speci®cally for industry-
related  crimes  (de®ned  as  offenses  directly related  to  licensed  marijuana  facilities)  and
non-industry crimes  (de®ned  as  marijuana  taken  during  the  commission  of a  crime  that did
not involve  a  licensed  marijuana  facility).  Data  from  2012  through  September 2014  shows
burglary as  the  most prevalent industry-related  crime.  Burglaries  at licensed  marijuana
facilities  are  much  higher than  other retail  outlets  like  liquor stores.  Burglaries  occurred  at
13  percent of Denver�s  licensed  marijuana  facilities  in  2012  and  2013,  compared  with  just 2
percent of liquor stores,  according  to  Denver Police  Department crime  analyst,  D.  Kayser.

KEY  ISSUES

Marijuana-Industry Related  Homelessness  Brings  Challenges  for
Law Enforcement, Social Agencies
Denver of®cials  say they are  facing  one  unexpected  result of legalization  � a  signi®cant
in¯ux  of  homeless  adults  and  juveniles  are  coming  to  Denver due  to  the  availability  of
marijuana.8  Although  homelessness  has  been  a  persistent problem  in  Denver,  police  have
seen  an  increase  in  the  number of 18  to  26  year olds  seeking  homeless  shelters  because
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they  are  hoping  to  ®nd  work in  the
cannabis  industry.  However,  many
have  felony  backgrounds  and  are
ineligible  to  obtain  work in  the  limited
jobs  in  the  industry.  The  St.  Francis
Center,  a  daytime  homeless  shelter,
reported  that �marijuana  is  the
second  most frequent volunteered
reason  for being  in  Colorado,  after
looking  for work.�9

The  issue  of  homelessness  has
spread  to  suburban  neighborhoods
because  of  the  location  of  growing
operations,  police  said.  The  Golden
City  Council  voted  in  June  201410  to
ban  recreational  marijuana  sales 
and  restricted  medical  marijuana 
operations  to  manufacturing  areas.11

The  council  voted  to  only  allow  indoor  marijuana  cultivation.  Any  cultivation  operation
that  attracts  a  high  volume  of  foot  or  vehicular  traf®c  can  be  shut  down.

Marijuana  businesses  are  keeping  too  much  cash  on  hand  because  of federal
banking  restrictions, creating  targets  for burglaries  and  robberies
The  U.S.  Department of Justice  and  the  U.S.  Treasury Department�s  Financial  Crimes
Enforcement Network have  issued  guidelines12  allowing  banks  to  work with  marijuana
businesses  that are  in  compliance  with  new  state  legalization  laws.  Even  with  the  new
Treasury  guidelines,  bank of®cials  continue  to  be  reluctant to  do  business  with  growers
as  they fear that they  will  still  be  subject to  investigation13  for accepting  cash  that drug-
snif®ng  dogs  can  target as  smelling  of marijuana,  according  to  news  reports.  Given  that
marijuana  remains  a  Schedule  I  controlled  substance  under federal  law,  banks  fear they
could  be  prosecuted  under money laundering  laws  for accepting  funds  from  legalized
businesses.  To  respond  to  the  business  need  for ®nancing,  Colorado  state  regulators  have
approved  the  development of a  credit union14  to  serve  the  industry,  according  to  media
reports.  Nonetheless,  most of  the  marijuana  businesses  remain  cash-only,  which  will
increase  public  safety  risks  and  crime,  Police  Foundation  focus  group  members  said.

The dichotomy of federal and  state law has led  companies to turn to innovative strategies to
resolve the cash problem. Entrepreneurs have developed  armored  car services for marijuana
businesses15  in which they collect the money, remove marijuana  residue from  the cash, and
then  transport the funds to the banks for deposit. Some law enforcement leaders believe this
may be vulnerable to money laundering  operations, while others say it is good  policy.

This  has  resulted  in  many  business  owners  choosing  to  operate  solely  using  cash.  Focus
group  members  said  that Colorado  law  enforcement of®cials  have  observed  that criminals

http://www.click2houston.com/news/pot-draws-
homeless-texans-to-colorado/28186888


http://www.click2houston.com/news/pot-draws-homeless-texans-to-colorado/28186888
http://www.click2houston.com/news/pot-draws-homeless-texans-to-colorado/28186888
http://www.click2houston.com/news/pot-draws-homeless-texans-to-colorado/28186888
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are  targeting  centers,  knowing  they
may  have  large  sums  of cash.  Ac-
cording  to  focus  group  members,
even  couriers  transporting  mari-
juana  from  one  location  to  another
(e.g.,  transporting  marijuana  to  an
edible-infused  business)  are  at risk
and  have  been  robbed.

A  cash-only  business  also  poses
a  challenge  on  the  investigations
side  of  enforcement.  Criminal
investigations  can  be  hampered
when  there  is  no  paper trail  to 
determine  cash  ̄ ow.  An  all-cash
business  can  potentially  be  used  for money laundering  activities,  and  it makes  it more
dif®cult to  track the  gray  and  black-market sales.

POINT FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊ>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ�ÕÃÌÊ ìÛi��«Ê«���VÞ]ÊÌÀ>����}Ê>�̀ Ê«À>VÌ�ViÃÊÌ�>ÌÊÌ>�iÊ��Ì�Ê>VV�Õ�ÌÊ

V��y�VÌ��}Êvì iÀ>�Ê>�̀ ÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ�>ÜÃÊ��ÊÀi�>Ì���ÊÌ�Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê�i}>��â>Ì���Ê��Ê���À> �̀°


Marijuana  remains  a  Schedule  I  controlled  substance  under federal  law.  Law
enforcement of®cials  at all  levels  should  review  and  follow  the  rules  laid  out in  the
memorandum  issued  by  Attorney  General  Holder in  April  2013  entitled  �Guidance
Regarding  Marijuana  Enforcement�16  to  ensure  that the  federal  guidelines  are  taken  into
account by local  law  enforcement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J41ZyYYFiI&feature=youtu.be>


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J41ZyYYFiI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2J41ZyYYFiI&feature=youtu.be>
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III. IMPACT OF LEGALIZATION  OF MARIJUANA ON  LAW
ENFORCEMENT PRACTICES


The  laws  surrounding  commercial,
recreational,  and  medical  marijuana  have
established  stringent reporting  requirements, 
but medical  marijuana  caregivers  were
�grandfathered�  under much  less  strict rules.
The  lack of clarity  in  the  laws  affecting  medical 
and  recreational  marijuana  has  created 
signi®cant challenges  for Colorado  law
enforcement to  investigate  potential  abuses
and  build  a  case  for illegal  marijuana  growing 
operations. 

According  to  HB  11-1043,  a  �primary caregiver�
cultivating  for medical  marijuana  patients  must
register the  location  of the  cultivation  operation 
with  the  Marijuana  Enforcement Division 
and  provide  the  registry ID  for each  patient.
However,  the  law does  not set a  punishment 
for the  caregiver who  does  not register. 
In  addition,  police  cannot access  patient
information  because  of privacy laws,  and  so
they cannot ascertain  whether the  �caregivers�
are  growing  the  amount speci®ed  in  a  doctor�s
recommendation  or whether the  caregiver is  indeed  still  the  caregiver for a  given  patient.
Amendment 20  � which  made  medical  marijuana  legal  in  the  state  -  mandates  that patients
must carry a  medical  marijuana  registry card,  whereas  caregivers  have  no  cards  and  no
punitive  sanctions  from  law enforcement if they have  not registered.

Investigations  and  Probable  Cause  � How to Track Inventory

Colorado�s  laws  established  a  �seed-to-sale�  registry  that has  been  praised  for keeping
track of every plant cultivated  in  the  state.  However,  an  audit by  the  Colorado  State
Auditor in  2013  found  that the  registry  was  failing  in  its  mandate  to  monitor17  medical
marijuana  dispensaries.  Investigators  for the  Colorado  Department of  Revenue,  Marijuana
Enforcement Division,  found  in  2014  that some  retail  outlets  they  visited  had  discrepancies
between  the  registry and  the  inventory  on  site.  When  queried,  retailers  could  not
articulate  the  reason  for the  discrepancies  in  inventory.

�From  the  probable  cause  point

of view,  every situation  has  to

be  looked  at from  the  totality

of the  circumstances  that are

present.  Speci®cally,  intelligence

information,  calls  for service,

neighborhood  complaints,  what

you  see,  smell  and  hear,  and  any

other information  that would

lead  you  to  establish  reasonable

suspicion  and/or probable  cause.�

� Lieutenant Ernie  Martinez,
�ÀiVÌ�À�>Ì��>À}i]Ê >߰Ì���>�Ê >߰ÀV�Ì�VÃÊ


"vwViÀÃÊÃÃ�V�>Ì���Ê�>��Ì���Ê
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Members  of the  focus  groups  convened  by  the  Police  Foundation  believe  that the
state  registry  of®cials  are  improving  as  funding  increases  to  establish  benchmarks  for
monitoring  the  supply.  Law  enforcement also  noted  that that the  lack of coherent data  and
inventory  information  means  that police  must rely  on  standard  investigative  techniques  to
ascertain  whether a  grower or sales  outlet is  engaging  in  illegal  underground  activity  on
the  side.

Searches  and  Seizures  and  Prosecution  Under Legalization

Colorado  police  of®cials  interviewed  by  the  Police  Foundation  said  one  of  the  biggest
concerns  for law  enforcement is  attempting  to  establish  probable  cause  for a  search
warrant under the  con¯icting  laws  regulating  medical  and  recreational  marijuana.  �It is
often  dif®cult for law  enforcement to  develop  probable  cause  because  of vague  language
in  the  constitutional  amendments  and  (that inhibits)  the  issuance  of search  warrants,�
said  Chief Marc  Vasquez  of  the  Erie  Police  Department.

District attorneys  have  become  cautious  about warrants  because  juries  have  often  found
in  favor of defendants  who  are  medical  marijuana  users,  said  Matthew Durkin,  Deputy
Attorney General:  �The  same  confusion  and  ambiguity in  the  legal  landscape  that hinders  law
enforcement,  presents  signi®cant obstacles  to  a  successful  prosecution.  The  overly complex
legal  framework for marijuana  not only makes  developing  evidence  very challenging,  but it
also  allows  defendants  to  retroactively manipulate  evidence.�

Law  enforcement is  also  caught in  the  middle  when  it comes  to  seizing  and  returning
marijuana  evidence  because  of con¯icting  state  and  federal  laws.  �We  have  changed
our seizure  policies  several  times  over the  past few  years  due  to  court ®ndings,�  said
Deputy  Chief  Vince  Ninski  of  the  Colorado  Springs  Police  Department.  �We  received  a
legal  opinion  from  our city  attorney�s  of®ce  that since  marijuana  is  still  federally  illegal,  we
would  seize  marijuana  plants  and  harvested  products  when  we  believed  the  grower was
violating  state  law.  When  a  defendant was  acquitted  of  his  or her charges,  the  Colorado
Springs  P.D.  was  ordered  to  return  the  marijuana  back to  the  defendant.  The  U.S.  Attorney
advises  police  that to  return  it would  be  in  violation  of  federal  law.  Our hands  are  tied.�

Even  dealing  with  seized  evidence  has  presented  new  challenges.  Police  departments
con®scate  marijuana  plants  but are  challenged  in  securing  the  evidence  and  caring
for the  plants  properly.  Some  departments  have  taken  pictures  of  the  plants  but left the
actual  evidence  with  the  person  charged  for operating  illegally.  Other agencies  have
con®scated  the  plants  and  let them  die.  In  a  case  brought by  a  grower whose  con®scated
plants  had  died,  the  Colorado  Court of  Appeals  upheld  a  ruling  by  District Court Judge
Dave  Williams  that the  Larimer County  Sheriff�s  Of®ce  did  not have  to  pay  damages
to  the  plaintiff  in  part because  federal  law  did  not recognize  marijuana  as  property
subject to  search  and  seizure  rules  (see  case  at http://www.cobar.org/opinions/opinion.

cfm?opinionid=9505&courtid=1).

http://www.cobar.org/opinions/opinioncfm?opinionid=9505&courtid=1).
http://www.cobar.org/opinions/opinioncfm?opinionid=9505&courtid=1).
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KEY  ISSUE

Drug-Snif®ng  Canines  May Have To  Be  Retrained  or Replaced
Canines  trained  to  detect marijuana
introduce  a  conundrum  for of®cers  in
conducting  drug  searches.  Drug  dogs  are
usually trained  to  alert on  all  drug  scents;
therefore,  it is  not clear to  an  of®cer which
drug  a  canine  has  detected.  If a  police  dog
detects  drugs  in  a  car,  for example,  it is  not
clear under the  new laws  if the  of®cer has
probable  cause  for a  search  since  the  of®cer
does  not know which  drug  the  canine  is
detecting.  If the  driver has  legal  amounts
of marijuana  in  the  car,  the  search  might be
deemed  inadmissible  even  if other drugs
were  found.  Of®cers  have  been  advised  to
ask whether there  is  marijuana  in  the  car
and  can  continue  with  the  search  if the
suspect says  there  is  none.  The  practices
surrounding  the  use  of drug-detecting 
canines  will  continue  to  evolve,  with  new 
training  necessary both  for of®cers  and 
possibly for the  dogs  themselves.

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊ߰ iÜÊÃÌ>�̀ >À̀ ÃÊ�iì ÊÌ�ÊLiÊiÃÌ>L��Ã�ì ÊLÞÊ�>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊÌ�ÊLiÊ>L�iÊÌ�Ê ìÌiÀ���iÊÊ

Ì�iÊ �̀vviÀi�ViÊLiÌÜii�Ê>Ê�i}>�Ê>�̀ Ê>�Ê���i}>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê}À�Ü��}Ê�«iÀ>Ì���°


Law enforcement leaders,  district and  city attorneys  and  policymakers  should  form
working  groups  to  clarify the  criteria  for determining  an  illegal  marijuana  growing
operation.

UÊ>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�Ì]ÊÜ�À���}ÊÜ�Ì�ÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ�iÛi�Ê�i> ìÀÃ��«]Ê�iì ÃÊÌ�ÊÀiÛ�ÃiÊ>�̀ ÊÕ«̀ >ÌiÊ

Ãi>ÀV�ÊÜ>ÀÀ>�ÌÊ«À�Vì ÕÀiÃÊv�ÀÊV��̀ ÕVÌ��}ÊÃi>ÀV�iÃÊ>ÃÊÌ�iÞÊÀi�>ÌiÊÌ�ÊÌ�iÊ�iÜ�ÞÊÊ

«>ÃÃì Ê�i}>��âì Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÃÌ>ÌÕÌiÃ°


Of®cers  and  deputies  need  uniform  guidance  on  how to  establish  probable  cause  to  gain
a  warrant to  search  and  seize  illegal  marijuana  operations.  A �Law Of®cer�s  Marijuana
Handbook�  � similar to  the  Colorado  handbook created  for liquor enforcement -  should
be  available  to  inform  patrol  of®cers  on  policies,  procedures,  protection  gear,  and  other
important information  regarding  marijuana  searches  and  seizures.

http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-
news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-
a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-
drug-dogs

http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-drug-dogs
http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-drug-dogs
http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-drug-dogs
http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-drug-dogs
http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/marijuana/legalization-of-marijuana-presents-a-potential-problem-for-police-departments-using-drug-dogs
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UÊPOINT FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊÊ>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ�i> ìÀÃ]ÊVÀ����>�Ê�ÕÃÌ�ViÊ�vwV�>�Ã]Ê>�̀ Ê«���VÞ�>�iÀÃÊÃ��Õ�̀ Ê

ìÌiÀ���iÊ�vÊÌ�iÀiÊ>ÀiÊ>�ÞÊÀ>��wV>Ì���ÃÊv�ÀÊÕÃ��}ÊÌ�iÊVÕÀÀi�ÌÊV> À̀iÊ�vÊ À̀Õ}Ê �̀}ÃÊv�ÀÊ

}i�iÀ>�Ê À̀Õ}ÊÃi>ÀV�iÃ°Ê


Drug-snif®ng  dogs  in  Colorado  (and  in  other states)  are  currently trained  to  target all
drugs,  including  marijuana.  Law enforcement leaders  should  assess  the  current practice
of using  drug  dogs  in  the  ®eld  and  determine  if new training  and  protocols  need  to  be
adopted  as  a  result of legalized  marijuana.  Newly trained  drug-snif®ng  dogs  may be
required  in  states  where  marijuana  has  been  legalized.
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IV. ILLEGAL MARIJUANA: BLACK AND  GRAY MARKETS

When  Colorado  state  regulators  commissioned  a  look at the  new  legalized  industry  in  mid-
2014,  the  study19  conducted  by  the  Marijuana  Policy  Group  for the  Colorado  Department
of  Revenue�s  Marijuana  Enforcement Division,  entitled  �Market Size  and  Demand  for
Marijuana  in  Colorado,�  turned  up  some  unexpected  numbers:  Demand  for marijuana
through  2014  was  estimated  at 130  metric  tons  but legal  supplies  could  only account for
77  metric  tons.  The  rest,  according  to  a  widely  quoted  Washington  Post article,20  was
coming  through  continuing  illegal  sales  � either by  criminals  in  a  black market,  or by  legal
cultivators  selling  under the  table  in  a  growing  �gray�  market.

Colorado  law enforcement of®cials  interviewed  by the  Police  Foundation  are  convinced
that the  black and  the  gray markets  are  thriving  in  Colorado  primarily through  unregulated
grows,  large  quantities  of marijuana  stashed  in  homes,  and  by undercutting  the  price  of
legitimate  marijuana  sales.  In  fact,  police  have  stated  that legalized  marijuana  may have
increased  the  illegal  drug  trade.  Low-level  drug  dealers,  looking  to  pro®t from  access  to  an
abundance  of marijuana,  have  an  open  market to  grow illegal  amounts  of marijuana  and
sell  through  the  black market.  Or they can  purchase  excess  marijuana  from  caregivers
growing  marijuana  for patients  but divert their excess  crop  illegally � the  gray market.

It is  dif®cult for Colorado  law  enforcement to  prove  when  a  marijuana  cultivation  site
is  producing  for the  gray market.  Medical  marijuana  growers  may  have  a  license,  but

ensuring  that all  of  their plants  are  registered
can  be  time-consuming  and  dif®cult to
accomplish  without a  warrant and  can  be  costly
in  staff  time  to  check hundreds  of  plants.  Focus
group  members  said  that recreational  growers
may  also  have  an  easy  means  of  growing  off-
market plants.  A  resident might grow  their limit
of  six  marijuana  plants,  but could  conceivably
grow  additional  plants  for family  members,
friends,  and  neighbors  who  are  all  over
twenty-one.  With  the  passage  of  Amendment
64,  there  is  an  increasing  trend  toward  co-op
growing,  which  state  of®cials  have  suggested
has  created  a  shortage  of  warehouse  space21

in  Denver.  This  practice  has  become  popular as  growers  have  found  they  can  save  on
operating  costs  such  as  rent and  utilities  when  they  section  off the  warehouse  for their
cultivation  space.  The  presence  of multiple  growers  sharing  one  facility  has  created
a  time-consuming  challenge  to  law  enforcement agencies  trying  to  track down  illegal
marijuana  growers,  focus  group  members  said.

The  challenge  of locating  and  shutting  down  illegal  growers  has  spread  to  residential
neighborhoods  as  well,  law  enforcement of®cials  said.  Growers  have  rented  homes  solely

Colorado�s  commercial  marijuana  is  grown  indoors.  The 
operation  at LivWell  in  Denver,  at 120,000  square  feet,
dwarfs  the  competition.  Credit:  Lawrence  Downes 
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to  grow  marijuana,22  according
to  media  reports,  destroying  the
interior of  the  home  as  every
room  is  converted  to  the  growing
operation.

Colorado  law  enforcement  of®cials
have  also  faced  continuing
challenges  when  trying  to
ensure  that  medical  marijuana
caregivers  are  not  feeding  the
gray  market,  focus  group  members
said.  Caregivers  are  required  by
Amendment  20  to  register their
cultivation  operations  with  the
Marijuana  Enforcement  Division.
Many  do  not  register their
operations;  however,  according  to

observations  made  by  Colorado  law  enforcement  of®cials.  When  police  challenge  the
legality  of  the  growing  operation,  it  is  dif®cult  to  ®le  criminal  charges.  Media  reports23

have  shown  that  caregivers  can  have  numerous  grow  locations  for the  same  ®ve
patients,  leaving  excess  marijuana  to  be  diverted  through  the  gray  market.  A  physician
verifying  a  patient�s  medical  needs  for medical  marijuana  can  recommend  any  number of
plants  for  the  patient.  Regulators  cracking  down  on  shoddy  prescribers  discovered  one
doctor had  given  out  thousands  of  medical  marijuana  recommendations24  without  even
seeing  the  patients.

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/

wp/2014/07/30/inside-colorados-¯ourishing-segregated-
black-market-for-pot/ 

�A  typical  joint  in  the  United
States  contains  just  under half
a  gram  of marijuana,  and  a
single  intake  of smoke,  or �hit,�
is  about 1/20th  of a  gram.  A joint
of commercial-grade  cannabis
might get a  recreational  user
high  for up  to  three  hours;  one-
third  as  much  premium-priced
sinsemilla  might  produce  the
same  effect.  A  heavy  user
might use  upwards  of three
grams  of marijuana  a  day.
The  development  of  tolerance
means  that frequent  users  need
more  of the  drug  to  get  to  a
given  level  of intoxication.�

Source:  Jonathan  P.  Caulkins,
Marijuana  Legalization:  What
Everyone  Needs  to  Know.

http://www.huf®ngtonpost.com/2013/11/07/how-many- 
joints_n_4236586.html 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/wp/2014/07/30/inside-colorados-flourishing-segregated-black-market-for-pot/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/07/how-many-joints_n_4236586.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/
wp/2014/07/30/inside-colorados-¯ourishing-segregated-black-market-for-pot/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/
wp/2014/07/30/inside-colorados-¯ourishing-segregated-black-market-for-pot/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/
wp/2014/07/30/inside-colorados-¯ourishing-segregated-black-market-for-pot/
http://www.huf®ngtonpost.com/2013/11/07/how-many-
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Diverson  of marijuana  through  the  mail
According  to  Rocky Mountain  High  Intensity  Drug  Traf®cking  Area,  the  number of
marijuana  packages  mailed  out-of-state  has  increased  from  zero  parcels  in  2009  to  207
parcels  in  2013.  The  poundage  of  marijuana  seized  increased  annually  beginning  with  zero
pounds  in  2009  and  then  increased  to  57.20  pounds  in  2010,  68.20  pounds  in  2011,  and  262
pounds  in  2012,  all  during  the  time  of  legalized  medical  marijuana.

Then  in  2013,  when  recreational  marijuana  became  legal,  the  postal  service  seized
493.05  pounds  and  the  top  ®ve  states  intercepting  these  marijuana  parcels  were  Florida,
Maryland,  Illinois,  Missouri,  and  Virginia.  These  numbers  are  most likely  conservative
since  not all  packages  mailed  are  intercepted.

When  of®cers  try  to  verify  a  caregiver�s  quota  of  plants,  they are  often  faced  with  growers
who  do  not have  documentation  on  hand,  according  to  members  of  the  Police  Foundation
focus  groups.  Due  to  privacy  and  con®dentiality  laws,  of®cers  cannot call  CDPHE  to  verify
the  patient-caregiver information.

Taxation  may be  fueling  gray and  black markets

The  state�s  tax structure  mainly affects  recreational  marijuana.  Medical  marijuana  buyers
must only pay a  2.9  percent state  sales  tax.  In  addition  to  the  sales  tax,  recreational
marijuana  faces  a  15  percent excise  tax plus  a  10  percent special  state  sales  tax.  The
proceeds  of this  are  divided,  with  85  percent going  into  the  state  marijuana  tax cash  fund
and  15  percent to  local  governments  that allow retail  marijuana  sales.  Licensed  cultivation
centers  pay the  state  excise  sales  tax of 15  percent on  the  average  market wholesale  price
of recreational  marijuana.  Local  taxes  are  also  applied  to  the  retail  marijuana  shops.

Denver�s  2014  local  retail  marijuana  tax is  7.12  percent,  plus  1  percent for the  Regional
Transportation  District (RTD)  and  .1  percent for the  Cultural  Facilities  District.  When  this
is  added  to  the  state  retail  marijuana  tax of 12.9  percent,  a  marijuana  consumer would
be  paying  21.2  percent in  taxes.25  Medical  marijuana  is  taxed  in  Denver at a  rate  of 3.62
percent sales  tax,  1  percent for RTD  and  .1  percent for Cultural  Facilities  District,  which  is
added  to  the  state  tax of 2.9  percent.26

Police  estimate  that marijuana  purchased  on  the  street ranges  from  $160  to  about $300  an
ounce.27  The  average  price  per ounce  for medical  marijuana  is  $200  per ounce  and  average
retail  marijuana  is  $225/ounce  and  an  average  of $320/ounce  in  the  mountain  towns.28  With
taxes  added  in,  a  recreational  consumer will  pay a  total  of $242  for an  ounce  priced  at
$200  in  Denver.  Medical  marijuana  users  will  pay $215.24  for the  same  ounce.  Regulators
suggested  this  major tax burden  might have  caused  an  increase  in  the  past year in  patients
seeking  medical  marijuana  red  cards,  even  as  overall  tax revenues  fell  short.29
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KEY  ISSUE

Bordering  States  Feel  the  Effects  of Colorado�s  Legalization  of Marijuana
Colorado�s  legalized  marijuana  laws  are  impacting30  neighboring  Nebraska,  Arizona,
Kansas,  New  Mexico,  Oklahoma,  Utah,  and  Wyoming.  States  bordering  Colorado  are
concerned  with  the  amount of  time,  resources,  and  expenses  required  in  arresting
and  prosecuting  offenders  for the  diversion  of  marijuana.  In  its  report on  the  effects  of
legalized  marijuana,  the  Rocky Mountain  HIDTA31  noted  that cartel  operations  and  other
criminals  may  be  using  the  thriving  black market to  stage  illegal  shipments  to  other states.

The  states  of Nebraska  and  Oklahoma  in  December 2014  ®led  suit in  the  U.S.  Supreme
Court,32  asking  that the  court ®nd  Colorado�s  recreational  marijuana  law  in  violation
of  the  U.S.  Constitution.  The  states  claim  that Colorado  has  violated  federal  laws  that
criminalize  marijuana  use  and  sales  and  that it has  caused  signi®cant crime  and  hardship
for law  enforcement in  the  two  states  because  of  criminals  illegally  transporting  Colorado
marijuana  across  state  lines.

The  Federal  El  Paso  Intelligence
Center reported  that law  enforcement
agencies  across  the  country  seized
three  and  a  half tons  of  Colorado
marijuana  destined  for other states
in  2012.33  That�s  up  more  than  300
percent from  2009  when  there  was
slightly  over three-quarters  of  a
ton  of  Colorado  marijuana  seized.34

In  Kansas,  there  was  a  61  percent
increase  in  marijuana  seizures  from
Colorado.35

In  response  to  the  additional  law
enforcement costs  in  bordering
states,  Colorado  legislators
introduced  a  bill  to  share  surplus
revenue  with  bordering  states�  law
enforcement agencies  to  further 
prevent out-of-state  marijuana 
diversion;  however,  the  bill  died  in  the
2014  legislative  session.36POINT
FOR CONSIDERATION


http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/colorados-neighbors-
deal-with-marijuana-traf®cking/


http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/colorados-neighbors-deal-with-marijuana-trafficking/
http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/colorados-neighbors-deal-with-marijuana-traf®cking/
http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/colorados-neighbors-deal-with-marijuana-traf®cking/
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POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
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Current law is  vague  about the  identi®cation  required  for a  medical  marijuana  caregiver
and  about the  penalties  for not producing  the  ID  when  requested  by law enforcement.
Law enforcement of®cials  have  called  for registration  of caregivers  with  pictured  licensed
cards,  along  with  the  necessary enforcement resources  and  penalties.  They have  also
urged  creation  of a  patient registration  system  that would  ensure  that a  caregiver is
growing  the  correct number of plants,  and  would  stop  patients  from  buying  from  more
than  one  caregiver.  Local  jurisdictions  should  consider ordinances  that require  a  business
license  for anyone  growing  more  than  six marijuana  plants,  which  would  provide  law
enforcement with  a  tool  for inspecting  growing  operations.
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Law enforcement agencies  in  neighboring  states  have  reported  arrests  involving
possession  of marijuana  that was  produced  in  Colorado.  Of®cials  in  the  other states
have  raised  alarms  over their concerns  of the  potential  for problems,  and  are  currently
attempting  to  track the  data  to  identify trends.  A regional  working  group  should  be
established  to  follow up on  any diversions  of marijuana  to  other states  with  the  aim  of
detecting  the  source  of the  marijuana  and  disrupting  any further illegal  transportation
across  state  lines.
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V. INCREASED  PUBLIC  HEALTH AND  SAFETY IMPACTS


Marijuana  connoisseurs  are  using  enhanced  science  and  technology  to  breed  plants  for
various  characteristics,  especially  plants  that produce  stronger compounds.  Chemical
extractions  pose  serious  public  safety  risks.  The  chemical  solvents,  most often  butane
gas,  create  fumes  that are  highly ̄ ammable  and  can  lead  to  explosions  and  ®re  that are
similar to  the  extremely  dangerous  methamphetamine  labs  that have  long  plagued  police
and  ®re®ghters.

There  are  483  compounds  in  a  marijuana  plant;  the  most well-known  are
tetrahydrocannabinol  (THC)  and  cannabidiol  (CBD).37  THC  is  known  to  be  a  mild  analgesic
and  is  therefore  used  for medicinal  purposes.  It is  also  known  to  stimulate  a  person�s
appetite.38  THC  produces  psychoactive  chemical  compounds  and  when  extracted  it
becomes  a  resin  used  in  hashish,  tinctures,  edibles,  and  ointments.39

A  liquid  process  is  used  to  extract THC.40  Cannabinoids  are  not water soluble,  which
means  the  extraction  businesses  use  a  solvent to  remove  the  resin  from  the  plant.
Chemical  solvents,  such  as  butane,  hexane,  isopropyl  alcohol,  or methanol  are  the  most
popular because  higher levels  of THC  can  be  extracted  and  the  process  is  much  faster.
Chemical  extractions  can  obtain  THC  levels  as  high  as  90  percent.

KEY  ISSUES

Threat of Explosion  and  Fire
A  hash  oil  explosion  not  only  puts  the  lives  of  people  inside  the  home  at  risk,  it  can
quickly  spread  to  nearby  homes.  While  meth  labs  tend  to  be  located  in  remote  areas
because  of  their illegal  nature,  hash  oil  operations  are  often  conducted  in  residential
neighborhoods  by  homeowners  using  legally  grown  marijuana.  While  consumers
can  purchase  hash  oil  or by-products  of  hash  oil  from  a  marijuana  retail  store,  many
residents  attempt  to  make  their own  hash  oil  because  it  is  cheaper.  Commercial
extractions  have  the  necessary  equipment  to  safely  extract  hash  oil.  Denver experienced
nine  hash  oil  explosions  from  January  1  to  September  15,  2014.

The  City  and  County  of Denver recently  passed  an  ordinance  that will  restrict unlicensed
hash  oil  extractions.  One  of  the  exceptions  is  that the  extraction  use  alcohol,  and  not a
fuel-®red  or electri®ed  source.  The  accepted  process  can  use  no  more  than  16  ounces  of
alcohol  or ethanol  for each  extraction.41
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Impact on  Medical  Facilities

The  Burn-Trauma  Intensive  Care  Unit
at the  University  of  Colorado  Hospital  is
the  primary  burn  center for Colorado.
They  report caring  for only  one  patient
from  2010  through  2012  from  hash  oil
extraction  burns.  Since  then  it has
signi®cantly increased  to  11  patients
in  2013  and  to  10  patients  from  January
through  May  2014.42  Camy  Boyle,
associate  nurse  manager for CU�s  burn
ICU,  collected  data  on  hash  oil  burn
patients  and  found  that the  hash  oil  burn
patients  were  almost always  men  in  their
30s,  on  average  had  severe  burns  over 10
percent of their bodies  (primarily  hands
and  face),  and  stayed  in  the  hospital  an
average  of  nine  days.43

Lack of Regulations  for Edibles  Related
to  Increased  Overdoses
The  growing  industry  of  injecting
hash  oil  into  candy,  cookies  and  other
�edibles�  has  raised  concerns  among
health  of®cials  and  police  because  it is
unclear to  most who  ingest them  what
the  potency  levels  are.  Although  there
are  legal  limits  to  the  total  amount of  THC
allowed  in  individual  edibles,  the  portions
are  not well  regulated.  Purchasers
may  not understand  that eating  several
cookies  or pieces  of candy  could  result in
toxic  levels  of THC.  Due  to  the  increased
toxicity,  medical  and  police  professionals
have  seen  an  increase  in  adult psychotic
episodes  resulting  in  hospitalizations
and  deaths  by  suicide  or homicide.  For
example,  a  student from  Northwest
College,  in  Wyoming,  visiting  Denver for
vacation  jumped  over the  railing  of  a
hotel,  falling  to  his  death,  after consuming
an  entire  marijuana  cookie.  An  autopsy
revealed  that there  was  no  other drug,
nor alcohol,  in  his  body  except marijuana.

http://kdvr.com/2014/04/02/student-fell-to-death-after-
eating-marijuana-cookie-denver-coroner-says/


http://denver.cbslocal.com/2014/09/15/ordinance-would-
ban-denverites-from-making-hash-oil-at-home/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P_CEXRt010


http://denver.cbslocal.com/2014/09/15/ordinance-would-ban-denverites-from-making-hash-oil-at-home/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P_CEXRt010
http://kdvr.com/2014/04/02/student-fell-to-death-after-eating-marijuana-cookie-denver-coroner-says/
http://kdvr.com/2014/04/02/student-fell-to-death-after-eating-marijuana-cookie-denver-coroner-says/
http://kdvr.com/2014/04/02/student-fell-to-death-after-eating-marijuana-cookie-denver-coroner-says/
http://denver.cbslocal.com/2014/09/15/ordinance-would-ban-denverites-from-making-hash-oil-at-home/
http://denver.cbslocal.com/2014/09/15/ordinance-would-ban-denverites-from-making-hash-oil-at-home/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P_CEXRt010
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Often  the  marijuana  edibles  are  packaged  and
look just like  over-the-counter candy and  food
purchases.  This  is  of  particular concern  when
it comes  to  youth.  According  to  the  Children�s
Hospital  Colorado,44  children  are  at a  signi®cant
risk when  they  ingest marijuana  edibles,
innocently believing  it is candy.

The concerns over packaging  and  labeling
have led  the Department of Revenue, Marijuana
Enforcement Division  (MED), to call for a  new panel
45  to determine how edibles can be made safer.
Colorado law gives the MED powers to enforce
packaging  and  sales practices by recreational
marijuana  operations similar to those granted  over 
liquor products and  stores. 

Informational  labeling  requirements  have
been  established  by the  MED.46  The  labels  are
required  to  list the  batch  number or marijuana
plant or plants  contained  in  the  container
that were  harvested  and  a  list of solvents  and
chemicals  used  in  the  creation  of the  medical
marijuana  concentrate.  In  addition,  medical
marijuana-infused  products  must be  designed
and  constructed  to  be  dif®cult for children  under
®ve  years  of age  to  open,  as  well  as  have  print 
on  the  label  saying,  �Medicinal  product � keep 
out of reach  of children.� 

Marijuana Tourism: Impacts  on  Public Safety
Marijuana  tourism  began  almost immediately after the  passage  of Amendment 64,  and  it has
grown  to  become  a  signi®cant factor in  the  administration  of the  law.  Visitors  from  out of
state  can  only buy ¼  of an  ounce  at a  time  (compared  to  an  ounce  at a  time  for residents).
Nearly 90  percent of the  recreational  marijuana  sold  at ski  resorts  was  to  tourists.47  The
annualized  marijuana  demand  for tourists  visiting  mountain  communities  is  between  2.15
and  2.54  tons  of marijuana,  and  it is  expected  to  grow in  2014  to  be  between  4.3  and  5.1
metric  tons  of marijuana.48

Law  enforcement agencies  have  found  novice  users,  such  as  tourists,  pose  a  particular
problem  because  they  often  do  not understand  the  potency  of the  marijuana  and
marijuana  infused  products,  often  resulting  in  overdoses.  Hospitalizations  related  to
marijuana  have  steadily  increased49  from  2000  to  2013  resulting  in  a  218%  increase
(see  graph  below  taken  from  Rocky Mountain  HIDTA  report).50  Many patients  go  to  the
emergency  room  reporting  that they  feel  like  they  are  dying  because  they  feel  their heart
pounding  in  their chest.51

http://www.mrctv.org/videos/cbs-wakes-
dangers-edible-pot

A  marijuana-infused  gummy  bear next to  a  regular one.
source:  International  Business  Times  -  http://www.
ibtimes.com/marijuana-edibles-colorado-of®-
cials-want-ban-some-strict-regulations-others-1707957


http://www.mrctv.org/videos/cbs-wakes-dangers-edible-pot
http://www.mrctv.org/videos/cbs-wakes-dangers-edible-pot
http://www.mrctv.org/videos/cbs-wakes-dangers-edible-pot
http://www.ibtimes.com/marijuana-edibles-colorado-of®-cials-want-ban-some-strict-regulations-others-1707957
http://www.ibtimes.com/marijuana-edibles-colorado-of®-cials-want-ban-some-strict-regulations-others-1707957
http://www.ibtimes.com/marijuana-edibles-colorado-of®-cials-want-ban-some-strict-regulations-others-1707957
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To  deal  with  the  problem  of educating  tourists,  police  departments  have  asked  hotels
and  visitors�  bureaus  to  include  literature  on  marijuana  safety.  The  Breckenridge
Police  Department has  prepared  literature  for tourists  and  asked  it to  be  distributed  by
recreational  marijuana  shops.  The  department has  prepared  a  separate  brochure  warning
hotel  workers  to  be  cautious  of edibles  left in  the  rooms  by  departing  tourists.

SOURCE: Colorado Hospital Association,  Emergency Department Visit Dataset.  Statistics Prepared by the Health Statistics and

Evaluation Branch,  Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE).  Reprinted from the Rocky Mountain High

Intensity Drug Traf®cking Area report on the �Legalization of Marijuana in Colorado,  The Impact.� August 2014.


Tourists  are  occasionally stopped  at airports  with  marijuana  �leftovers�  in  their bags.
Others  have  left marijuana  inside  hotel  rooms  and  rental  cars.  One  hotel  worker found
marijuana  edibles  left in  a  room  and  thought it was  candy.  Upon  returning  home  the
worker innocently gave  it to  children.

Residential  grows  pose  safety risks  for ®rst responders

There  are  many  public  safety  hazards  with  homegrown  marijuana.  First responders
entering  a  home  growing  operation  need  to  be  aware  of the  types  of  dangers  and
the  importance  of  using  personal  protective  equipment before  entering.  Just like
methamphetamine  houses,  marijuana  houses  contain  numerous  health  and  safety
hazards  that require  special  practices.

Growing  marijuana  requires  high-intensity  lighting  for the  growing  and  ̄ owering  season,
increased  carbon  dioxide  levels,  high  humidity levels,  and  heat.  Law  enforcement of®cials
working  with  National  Jewish  Health  in  Denver issued  a  checklist of  potential  hazards  for
of®cers  entering  a  growing  operation52:
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tions,  can  be  dangerous  even  in  small  quantities
for some  people.

UÊÊ7�i�ÊÀi��Û��}Ê���i}>�Ê}À�Ü��}Ê�«iÀ>Ì���Ã]Ê
of®cers  should  be  wary  of  THC  levels  in  the  air,
on  the  surfaces  of  the  home,  and  on  the  hands
of  the  investigating  of®cers.  Therefore,  of®cers
should  use  gloves  and  possibly  surgical  masks
when  handling  plants.

UÊÊÀ�ÜiÀÃÊ�>ÛiÊLii�Ê���Ü�ÊÌ�Ê`�ÃV���iVÌÊÌ�iÊÛi�ÌÊ

system  for the  furnace  and  hot water heater,  to
enhance  plant growth.  This  creates  high  carbon 
dioxide  levels  and  a  potential  for carbon  monox-
ide  poisoning.

UÊÊiÀÌ���âiÀÃÊ>�`Ê«iÃÌ�V�`iÃÊV>�Ê«�ÃiÊ>Ê�>â>À`Ê�vÊ��«À�«iÀ�ÞÊ�>�`�i`°Ê


Law  enforcement of®cials  said  that one  of  the  most dangerous  factors  for residents
extracting  their own  THC  is  the  potential  for a  hash  oil  explosion.  Because  growing
operations  can  include  a  rudimentary  THC  hash  oil  re®nery,  of®cers  are  urged  to  take
precautions  similar to  those  used  in  a  methamphetamine  laboratory  operation.  When
dealing  with  hash  oil  re®neries,  of®cers  are  recommended  to  follow  PPE  guidelines  as
provided  by the  American  Industrial  Hygiene  Association  in  2010:
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respirator with  a  P-100  cartridges.53

Residential  growing  operations  can  contain  ®re  risks  including  overloaded  electrical
circuits  and  bypassed  electrical  meters.  An  additional  hazard  is  the  presence  of carbon
dioxide  cylinders,  which  can  explode  due  to  electrical  arcing.54

Denver Rental  Grow
source:  Chief Marc  Vasquez
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Beyond  the  risk to  investigating  of®cers,  law
enforcement of®cials  in  the  Police  Foundation  focus
groups  said  they are  concerned  about the  potential
danger for children  living  in  homes  with  marijuana
growing  operations.  The  Colorado  legislature  had
considered  legislation  to  de®ne  drug  endangerment,
but no  laws  have  passed.  Of®cers  asked  to  investigate
child  endangerment in  growing  operations  must rely
on  current safety  laws  during  the  investigation.

KEY  ISSUE

Legalization  of Marijuana Will  Bring  Changes  to  Hiring  Practices

The  con¯icts  between  drug-free  workplace  laws  and  patients�  rights  are  currently
being  debated  in  Colorado�s  courts.  The  language  of Amendment 64  stated  that it did  not
require  any  employer to  accommodate  the  use  of  medical  marijuana  in  the  workplace.
But the  Colorado  Supreme  Court is  weighing  an  appeal  by  a  worker55  � left a  quadriplegic
in  an  auto  crash  -  who  was  ®red  for having  THC  in  his  system,  although  he  did  not use
marijuana  at work.

Even  without a  legal  requirement to  allow  of®cers  to  use  medical  marijuana  when
recommended,  departments  in  states  with  legalized  marijuana  laws  may soon  be  faced
with  the  need  to  rethink hiring  practices  that ban  any  admitted  use  of  marijuana.  Public
safety agencies  are  seeing  more  job  applicants  admitting  to  using  marijuana  just prior
to  applying.  The  pool  of applicants  is  shrinking  because  of  this,  which  has  made  it more
dif®cult to  ®ll  openings  in  a  timely  manner.56

The  Attorney  General�s  Of®ce  has  supported  a  zero  tolerance  stance  for all  employees,
including  peace  of®cers  and  ®re®ghters,  for use  of  marijuana  even  when  off duty.

Residential  Electrical  Rewiring
source:  Chief  Marc  Vasquez.
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 POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊ���À̀ ��>Ìì Ê«�>����}Ê>�̀ Ê�ÕÌÀi>V�Ê>ÀiÊ�iì ì ÊÌ�Êi�ÃÕÀiÊÌ�iÊÃ>viÊ�«iÀ>Ì���Ê�vÊ

�>À��Õ>�>ÊLÕÃ��iÃÃiÃ°Ê


Of®cers  and  deputies  are  called  when  citizens  are  concerned  about potential  nuisance
and  safety violations  caused  by  marijuana  operations  in  their neighborhoods.  Law
enforcement is  often  faced  with  the  necessity  of  both  interpreting  and  enforcing  vague
laws  and  regulations  regarding  marijuana  cultivation  and  extraction  operations.  Law
enforcement leaders  should  develop  partnerships  with  city  or county  code  inspectors,
planners,  city  or county attorneys,  district attorney�s  of®ces,  and  any  other city  or
county  agency that can  play a  role  in  establishing  ordinances  or inspecting,  regulating,
and  prosecuting  public  safety  violations.

UÊ>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ�i> ìÀÃÊÃ��Õ�̀ Êv�À�Ê>ÊÃÌ>ÌiÜ�̀ iÊÜ�À���}Ê}À�Õ«ÊÌ�Ê>ÃÃiÃÃÊVÕÀÀi�ÌÊ

V�>��i�}iÃÊ>�̀ Ê«À>VÌ�ViÊ��Ê�>À��Õ>�>Êi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ��Ê�À̀ iÀÊÌ�Ê��v�À�ÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ>�̀ Ê��V>�Ê

«À>VÌ�ViÃÊ>�̀ Ê«���V�iÃ°


Under  Colorado  law,  every  local  jurisdiction  can  establish  its  own  regulations  on
marijuana  businesses,  but  many  of  the  challenges  facing  law  enforcement  are  similar
throughout  the  state.  Police  Foundation  focus  group  members  called  for  statewide
information  sharing  sessions  to  share  best  practices  and  emerging  issues,  as  well
as  ensuring  the  dissemination  of  criminal  intelligence  and  information  on  illegal
marijuana  traf®cking.

UÊ/�iÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ�ì �V>�Ê>ÃÃ�V�>Ì���ÊÃ��Õ�̀ Ê ìÛi��«ÊÃÌ>�̀ >À̀ �âì Ê«�ÞÃ�V�>�ÊVÀ�ÌiÀ�>Ê

v�ÀÊÜÀ�Ì��}Ê�ì �V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÀiV���i�̀ >Ì���ÃÊ>�̀ ÊÃ�>ÀiÊÌ�iÊVÀ�ÌiÀ�>ÊÜ�Ì�Ê�>ÜÊ

i�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ>�̀ ÊÌ�iÊ«ÕL��V°


Law  enforcement faces  a  challenge  in  determining  whether medical  marijuana  growers
are  producing  excess  product that could  be  sold  on  the  black market.  Additionally,  a
physician  has  been  sanctioned57  for writing  thousands  of  recommendations  without
even  meeting  patients.  A  standardized  state  system  could  provide  guidance  in  planning
enforcement efforts.NSIDERATION cont�d

UÊ>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ�i> ìÀÃÊ>�̀ ÊÃÌ>ÌiÊÌ�ÕÀ�Ã�Ê�vwV�>�ÃÊÃ��Õ�̀ Ê ìÛi��«Ê>�̀ Ê �̀ÃÌÀ�LÕÌiÊ

ì ÕV>Ì���>�Ê�>ÌiÀ�>�ÃÊ>L�ÕÌÊ���À> �̀½ÃÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê�>ÜÃÊ>�̀ ÊÃ>viÌÞÊ��v�À�>Ì���°


Tourists  coming  from  out-of-state  often  do  not know  the  basics  of  Colorado�s  marijuana
laws,  such  as  no  public  consumption  or no  consumption  while  driving.  Medical  center
emergency  rooms  have  also  reported  seeing  an  increasing  number of out-of-state
patients  who  overdosed  because  they  were  not aware  of  the  potency  of the  product
they  ingested.  Educational  materials  should  be  available  in  hotels,  tourism  outlets,  and
marijuana  retail  businesses  to  provide  legal  and  safety  information.

UÊ,iµÕ�ÀiÊ��Ã«�Ì>�ÃÊ>�̀ Êi�iÀ}i�VÞÊV>ÀiÊVi�ÌiÀÃÊÌ�ÊV���iVÌÊ >̀Ì>Ê��ÊÌ�iÊ�Õ�LiÀÊ>�̀ Ê

�>ÌÕÀiÊ�vÊi�iÀ}i�VÞÊÀ���ÊÛ�Ã�ÌÃÊ��Û��Û��}Ê�>À��Õ>�>°


The  health  care  industry  and  law  enforcement agencies  should  create  a  statewide
database  to  inform  practices  and  policies  regarding  marijuana  overdose  and  what on-
the-scene  measures  might help  lessen  the  trauma.
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VI. MARIJUANA�S  EFFECT ON YOUTH  � ISSUES  FOR  PUBLIC
EDUCATION AND  FUTURE LAW ENFORCEMENT CHALLENGES


A widely-cited  article  in  the  Lancet Psychiatry
Journal58  stated  that studies  have  shown  that those
who  use  marijuana  daily before  age  17  are  60  percent 
less  likely to  ®nish  high  school  or college,  seven  times 
more  likely to  commit suicide  and  eight times  more 
likely to  use  addictive  drugs  later in  life. 

Amendment 64  clearly  states  that no  one  under the 
age  of  21  can  possess  recreational  marijuana.  Legal 
marijuana  retail  stores  face  the  same  enforcement 
and  oversight as  liquor stores  when  it comes  to 
selling  to  minors. 

Ben  Cort,  Business  Development Manager,
University of  Colorado  Center for Dependency,  Addiction  and  Rehabilitation,  said  that
studies  have  shown  that many  young  people  with  substance  abuse  problems  have  easy
access  to  marijuana  through  patients  with  a  medical  marijuana  card.  In  addition,  many
teenagers  have  followed  the  debate  regarding  legalized  marijuana  and  have  been  swayed
by the  proponents�  arguments  that marijuana  is  much  safer than  alcohol,  he  said.

Cort told  the  Colorado  Juvenile  Council  meeting
in  November 2014  that the  dangers  to  youth  from
marijuana  have  increased  under legalization.

Colorado  has  seen  the  greatest percentage  of
youth  marijuana  use  in  10  years,  based  on  the
latest National  Survey on  Drug  Use  and  Health
(2011-2012).  Youth,  ages  12-17,  reported  using
marijuana  in  the  past month  at a  rate  almost 40
percent higher than  the  national  average.

Marijuana  use  by  homeless  juveniles  is
a  growing  concern,  according  to  Police
Foundation  focus  group  members.

As  with  the  general  homeless  population,
many  turn  to  panhandling  and  theft to  support
themselves,  focus  group  members  said.

No  studies  are  available  to  measure  the  effects
of  juvenile  marijuana  use  on  future  criminal

�We  won�t  know  the  extent
of the  damage  legalized
marijuana  has  caused  for our
youth  until  5  to  10  years  down
the  road.  Unfortunately,  we�ve
used  our kids  to  understand
the  impacts  in  this  great
social  experiment.�

� Ben  Cort,
ÕÃ��iÃÃÊiÛi��«�i�ÌÊ>�>}iÀ]Ê


1��ÛiÀÃ�ÌÞÊ�vÊ���À> �̀ÊÊ

�I  am  very  concerned  about 
the  effect  of marijuana  on  the 
developing  brains  of our youth.
I  believe  we  can  and  must  do  a
better job  addressing  this  issue
in  Colorado�  Our success  with 
the  student-led/adult-facilitated 
�Drive  Smart Campaign�  has 
been  highly  successful  in
terms  of reducing  teen  driving 
accidents  and  fatalities.  I  would 
like  to  see  a  similar approach 
to  addressing  the  issue  of teen
drug  use.�     

� Of®cer David  Pratt,
-V����Ê,iÃ�ÕÀViÊ"vwViÀ]Ê���À> �̀Ê

-«À��}ÃÊ"®Ê*���ViÊi«>ÀÌ�i�Ì
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behavior.  Police  Foundation  focus
group  members  expressed  concern  that
the  high  dropout rate  and  emotional
setbacks  faced  by  such  teens  are
common  indicators  of  the  potential
for future  criminal  activity.  They  worry
that the  increased  availability  of  high-
potency marijuana  and  an  increasingly
positive  public  reaction  to  marijuana
use  will  mean  dif®cult challenges
ahead  for youth  education  on  these
dangers.

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊ*ÕL��VÊì ÕV>Ì���ÊV>�«>�}�ÃÊÌ�Ê«ÀiÛi�ÌÊ�ÕÛi���iÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÕÃiÊÃ��Õ�̀ ÊLiÊÀiÛ�Ãì ÊÌ�Ê

i�«�>Ã�âiÊÌ�iÊ�i>�Ì�Ê >̀�}iÀÃÊ�vÊÀi}Õ�>ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÕÃiÊLÞÊÞ�ÕÌ�°


Colorado  law restricts  recreational  marijuana  possession  to  people  over the  age  of 21,  but
law enforcement of®cials  said  they have  observed  an  increase  in  marijuana  use  among
teenagers  since  legalization.  Public  education  campaigns  must emphasize  scienti®c
studies  that have  raised  health  alarms  over juvenile  marijuana  use  to  counter the  public
perception  that marijuana  is  safer to  use  than  alcohol.

UÊ�VÀi>Ãì ÊÌÀ>����}Ê>�̀ ÊÌ���ÃÊÃ��Õ�̀ ÊLiÊ«À�Û�̀ ì ÊÌ�ÊÃV����ÊÀiÃ�ÕÀViÊ�vwViÀÃÊÌ�Êi�ÃÕÀiÊÌ�>ÌÊ

Þ�ÕÌ�ÊÀiVi�ÛiÊv>VÌÕ>�Ê��v�À�>Ì���Ê��ÊÌ�iÊ >̀�}iÀÃÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÕÃi°Ê


State  health  and  research  of®cials  should  intensify studies  on  the  effects  of marijuana  on
education,  employment,  health,  and  mental  illness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtVJMJpavyw


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtVJMJpavyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtVJMJpavyw
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VII. FIELD TESTS ARE A CHALLENGE TO  MEASURE
DRIVING  UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF MARIJUANA

As  stated  in  Amendment 64,  recreational  marijuana  use  is  subject to  the  same  standards
of  public  behavior as  alcohol.  Consumption  of marijuana  is  prohibited  in  all  public  places,
and  standards  of public  intoxication  can  be  similarly  applied.  Consumption  of  marijuana
while  driving  is  prohibited,  and  driving  under the  in¯uence  of  marijuana  is  treated  similarly
to  driving  under the  in¯uence  of alcohol.59

However,  police  have  found  that putting  these  new  enforcement measures  into  effect is  a
major challenge.

Colorado  has  established  a  blood  level  of ®ve  or more  nanograms  per milliliter of THC as  the
limit for driving  while  impaired.  One  of the  biggest challenges  is  determining  the  legal  limit
of driving  while  impaired  when  marijuana  is  combined  with  alcohol  or other drugs.  Using
marijuana  with  alcohol  will  produce  more  impairment than  if either drug  was  used  alone.60

Detection  of  this  level  of  impairment has  required  an  entirely  new  testing  system  and
complete  retraining  for law  enforcement of®cers  in  Colorado.

The  initial  procedures  for driving  under the  in¯uence  of alcohol  or marijuana  are  the  same, law
enforcement of®cials  said.  The  of®cer will look for inidicia  of impairment like  bloodshot eyes,
slurred  speech, and  abnormal  responses  to  questions. If the  of®cer suspects  that a  driver is
impaired,  a  ®eld  sobriety test can  be  performed  to  measure  balance  and  other factors.


If  the  driver fails  that test,  or refuses  it,  the  of®cer must decide  whether to  require  a
blood  test to  determine  the  level  of THC.  These  tests  require  medical  personnel,  either a
paramedic  at the  scene  or a  hospital  emergency  room  to  draw  the  blood  sample.  The  test
results  can  take  from  one  day  to  six weeks.

Police  Foundation  focus  group members  said  law enforcement is  facing  a  tremendous  cost
increase  for testing  for driving  under the  in¯uence  of marijuana.  A blood  test for alcohol  costs
approximately $25 to  $35,  while  the  drug  panel  that includes  marijuana  can  cost $250-$300.


There  is  emerging  technology  that allows  for the  testing  of  oral  ̄ uids  for drugs,  such  as
THC.  The  State  of  Colorado  is  currently  examining  this  technology to  see  if it is  effective.
This  alternative  technology  tests  for the  presence  of  drugs  based  on  saliva,  known  as  the
Oral  Fluid  Test.  Although  the  method  is  quicker and  easier than  taking  blood  samples,  the
evaluation  period  to  show  whether drugs  are  in  the  system  is  about the  same.

There  is  currently  no  technology  available  to  do  a  marijuana  �breathalyzer�  test,  which
has  signi®cantly  shortened  the  time  involved  for DUI  testing  for alcohol.  Researchers  at
Washington  State  University  have  reported  progress  in  developing  a  portable  breathalyzer
that could  provide  an  initial  reading  to  aid  in  decision-making  on  driving  under the
in¯uence.  Testing  on  the  device  is  expected  to  begin  in  spring  2015.
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The  additional  law  enforcement training  for sobriety  testing  and  drug  detection  will  cost
about $1.24  million  in  the  coming  year,  according  to  the  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of
Police  (CACP).  Those  funds  will  include  of®cer training  on  Advanced  Roadside  Impaired
Driving  Enforcement (ARIDE),  legal  updates,  train-the-trainers,  Drug  Recognition  Expert
(DRE)  trainings,  and  DUID  classes.

There  are  a  series  of trainings  offered  which  will  assist law enforcement of®cers  to  better
detect drivers  who  are  impaired  by substances,  such  as  marijuana.  As  an  example,  of®cers
can  receive  training  on  the  basic  Standardized  Field  Sobriety Test (SFTS).  A more  intense
training  course  is  called  ARIDE,  which  is  a  sixteen-hour class  to  train  law enforcement
of®cers  on  how to  detect drug-impaired  drivers  and  is  given  after the  SFST training.  The
National  Highway Safety Administration  (NHTSA)  developed  training  materials  for these
courses.  Finally,  if an  of®cer wishes  to  become  an  expert in  roadside  detection,  then  the
of®cer would  become  a  drug  recognition  expert (DRE).  The  DRE training,  which  has  been
in  existence  since  the  1970s,  trains  law enforcement of®cers  to  detect and  identify drivers
who  may be  impaired  on  a  variety of substances.  This  detection  is  very important because
research  has  shown  that drivers  are  often  impaired  by more  than  one  substance.

Observing  drug-impaired  driving  is  not a  new  situation  for most of®cers,  but legal  experts
have  warned  that more  training  and  better equipment is  essential  in  order to  provide
adequate  resources  for prosecution  under the  new  laws  of  marijuana  legalization.  While
in  the  past simply  having  evidence  of  marijuana  in  the  system  could  lead  to  conviction  of
drivers,  many  judges  and  juries  will  be  more  demanding  of  proof  that the  case  meets  the
legal  criteria  of  impairment.

POINT FOR CONSIDERATION


UÊ�i�̀ Ê-�LÀ�iÌÞÊÌiÃÌ��}Êv�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÕÃiÀÃÊÃ��Õ�̀ ÊLiÊvÕ�̀ ì ÊÌ�Êi�ÃÕÀiÊÌ�>ÌÊ>��Ê�vwViÀÃÊ

��Ê���À> �̀Ê>ÀiÊÌÀ>��ì ÊÌ�ÊÀiV�}��âiÊÌ�iÊ �̀vviÀi�ViÊLiÌÜii�Ê À̀�ÛiÀÃÊÜ��Ê>ÀiÊÕ�̀ iÀÊÌ�iÊ

��yÕi�ViÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÛiÀÃÕÃÊ>�V����°


Marijuana  is  being  ruled  a  factor in  an  increasing  number of  highway deaths63  in
Colorado  according  to  data  gathered  by  the  Rocky  Mountain  High  Intensity  Drug
Traf®cking  Area  task force,  and  patrol  of®cers  must be  given  the  tools  to  discern
whether drivers  are  impaired  by  marijuana  ingestion.  Currently the  state  has  not fully
funded  the  training  program  for of®cers  to  determine  if those  stopped  are  driving  under
the  in¯uence  of marijuana.
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CONCLUSION

Legalization  of marijuana  is  a  complex  issue  and  many  unanticipated  consequences
have  challenged  Colorado  law  enforcement.  Until  there  is  more  clari®cation  and  stiffer
sanctions  for law  violations,  law  enforcement is  working  at a  de®cit in  trying  to  reduce  the
black and  gray markets.  Law  enforcement leaders  are  just beginning  to  understand  the
related  crime  and  disorder issues  associated  with  legalized  marijuana,  and  how  to  reduce
them  through  ordinances,  codes,  policies,  and  partnerships.

Establishing  partnerships  with  city  agencies,  such  as  code  enforcement,  building
inspectors,  ®re,  and  zoning  is  currently  one  of the  best strategies  in  addressing  the
problems.  Local  ordinances  addressing  neighborhood  complaints,  such  as  noxious
odors,  building  and  code  violations,  and  land  use  codes,  have  been  found  to  be
effective  in  regulating  non-commercial  marijuana  cultivation.  Marijuana  odors  emitted
from  households  growing  marijuana,  child  endangerment,  THC  distillation  processes,
dangerous  electrical  wiring,  and  furnace  reconstruction  to  recover dangerous  carbon
monoxide  fumes  for plant growth  are  just a  few  examples  of  how  law  enforcement can
work with  city  and  county  agencies  to  reduce  these  public  risks.

Of®cer safety  is  paramount when  going  into  marijuana  cultivations,  especially  houses
where  toxic  black mold  is  in  the  house  growing  marijuana.  These  homes  may  pose  similar
health  dangers  as  methamphetamine  homes.  Policies  should  be  established  outlining
procedures  for of®cers  using  personal  protective  equipment when  entering  these  homes
or at any grow  location  where  there  is  risk of  toxic  black mold.

The  con¯ict between  federal  and  state  laws  regarding  the  legalization  of  marijuana  has
put law  enforcement in  a  dif®cult situation.  This  has  impacted  public  safety  regarding
unavailability  of banking  services  and  the  challenges  to  of®cer integrity  for those  who
have  taken  an  oath  to  uphold  both  federal  and  state  constitutions,  but are  now  trying  to
uphold  con¯icting  laws.

The  Police  Foundation  and  the  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of Police  believe  sharing
challenges,  lessons  learned,  and  points  for consideration  will  provide  a  launching  point
for increased  national  discussions  and  will  help  identify  strategies  to  resolve  the  con¯icts
and  challenges  for states  passing  legalized  marijuana  laws.  As  the  states  neighboring
Colorado  have  discovered,  marijuana  has  become  a  complicated  and  pressing  issue,  even
where  it has  not been  legalized.

The  Colorado  Association  of  Chiefs  of  Police  and  individual  departments  around  the
state  worked  tirelessly  to  ensure  that legislation  enacting  the  rules  and  regulations  in
Amendment 64  provided  adequate  enforcement measures.  Those  efforts  were  rushed,
however,  by  the  short period  between  the  passage  of the  amendment and  enactment
of  the  legislation.64  They  remain  concerned  that state  of®cials  have  not allocated
adequate  resources  to  meet the  new  challenges  brought by  the  law.  Their message  to
law  enforcement of®cials  in  states  where  voters  are  considering  legalization:  Develop  a
legislative  and  statewide  funding  plan  before  the  measure  passes  and  be  ready  to  make
the  case  for proper enforcement in  the  name  of  public  safety.
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APPENDIX 1: COLORADO�S  LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
REGARDING THE LEGALIZATION  OF MARIJUANA

INTRODUCTION


Understanding  Colorado�s  legislative  and  political  history  provides  important perspective
for appreciating  Colorado  law  enforcement�s  experience  with  addressing  the  legalization
of  marijuana.

There  were  two  notable  elements  of the  legislation  that legalized  marijuana  in  the  state  of
Colorado:  ®rst,  marijuana  became  legal  through  an  amendment to  the  Colorado�s  consti-
tution;  and  second,  the  legislative  language  was  ambiguous  and  broad.  This  has  placed
Colorado  law enforcement in  the  position  of both  interpreting  and  enforcing  the  law.  It is
further complicated  by the  fact that,  at the  federal  level,  marijuana  is  still  an  illegal  drug
under the  Controlled  Substance  Act of 19701,  which  classi®ed  marijuana  as  a  Schedule  I
controlled  substance.2

AMENDMENT 20: NOVEMBER  2000  MEDICAL MARIJUANA
BALLOT MEASURE

Overview of Colorado Amendment 20
The  shift toward  legalized  marijuana  use  began  with  the  passage  of  Amendment 20,  The
Medical Use of Marijuana Act,  which  passed  with  the  support of  53.3  percent of Colorado
voters  in  November 2000.3

The  amendment to  the  Colorado  Constitution  made  the  following  legal  under state  law:

UÊ 1Ã��}Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÜ�Ì�Ê>Ê«�ÞÃ�V�>�½ÃÊÀiV���i�`>Ì���Êv�ÀÊ`iL���Ì>Ì��}Ê�i`�V>�ÊV��`�-
tions  de®ned  as  chronic  pain,  severe  nausea,  persistent muscle  spasms  (i.e.  multi-
ple  sclerosis),  cancer,  glaucoma,  cachexia,  seizures  (e.g.,  epilepsy),  and  HIV;

UÊ *�ÃÃiÃÃ��}Ê��Ê��ÀiÊÌ�>�ÊÌÜ�Ê�Õ�ViÃÊ>�`ÊÕ«ÊÌ�ÊÃ�ÝÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê«�>�ÌÃ]ÊÜ�Ì�Ê��Ê��ÀiÊ

than  three  being  mature  ̄ owering  plants  that produce  usable  marijuana;

UÊ �ÊiÝi�«Ì���ÊvÀ��ÊVÀ����>�Ê«À�ÃiVÕÌ���Ê>�`Ê>�Êi>vwÀ�>Ì�ÛiÊ`ivi�ÃiÊv�ÀÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃÊ

from  some  state  criminal  marijuana  penalties;

UÊ />Ã���}ÊÌ�iÊ���À>`�Êi«>ÀÌ�i�ÌÊ�vÊ*ÕL��VÊi>�Ì�Ê>�`Ê�Û�À���i�ÌÊ*®ÊÜ�Ì�Ê
establishing  a  con®dential  registry  for patients  and  primary  caregivers;

UÊ ���Ü��}ÊV���`Ài�Ê>VViÃÃÊÌ�Ê�i`�V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÜ�Ì�Ê«>Ài�ÌÃ½Ê«iÀ��ÃÃ���ÆÊ>�`]

UÊ >���}Ê�>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊiV�����V>��ÞÊ��>L�iÊv�ÀÊÌ�iÊÛ>�ÕiÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÃ��Õ�`Ê>Ê

criminal  case  not be  ®led,  dismissed,  or results  in  an  acquittal.
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2000 TO  2008: LEGISLATION AND  NOTABLE EVENTS
FOLLOWING THE PASSAGE OF AMENDMENT 20

Following  the  passage  of  Amendment 20,  registrations  for medical  marijuana  started  on
June  1,  2001.  By  December 31,  2008,  there  were  4,819  total  medical  marijuana  patients
registered  with  CDPHE  and  receiving  marijuana  drug  treatment.4  Registered  caregivers
with  CDPHE  cultivated  marijuana  plants  and  distributed  the  drug  to  their patients.

A  series  of  events  led  to  a  massive  number of  people  registering  for medical  marijuana
cards  and  the  proliferation  of  medical  dispensaries  opening  in  a  very  short period  of  time.
By  December 31,  2009,  there  were  41,039  patients  who  possessed  a  valid  registration
card  from  CDPHE.5  The  rapid  increase  created  a  concern  among  public  safety  and  public
health  of®cials.

Decriminalization  of Possession  and  Low Enforcement Priority for Marijuana
In  November 2005,  the  City  and  County  of  Denver voters  passed  a  ballot  initiative  de-
criminalizing  possession  of  small  amounts  of  marijuana.  In  2007,  Denver voters  approved
Ballot  Question  100,  which  directed  law  enforcement  to  make  arrest  or citation  of  adult
cannabis  users  the  lowest  priority.6  The  town  of  Breckenridge,  a  mountain  town  near  ski
resorts,  also  decriminalized  marijuana  possession  and  allowed  citizens  to  carry  small
amounts  in  2009.7

Lawsuit Against CDPHE�s  Five  Patient Rule
The  Colorado  Court of  Appeals  ruled  in  October 2009  that caregivers  must know  the  pa-
tients  who  use  the  marijuana  they  grow.  The  ruling  upheld  a  verdict against Stacy  Clen-
denin  who  had  been  found  guilty of  illegally  growing  marijuana  in  her home.  Clendenin
claimed  that she  was  a  caregiver who  was  growing  marijuana  for patients.  However,  the
Court of  Appeals  ruled,  �Simply  knowing  that the  end  user of  marijuana  is  a  patient is  not
enough.�  The  court said,  �A  care-giver [sic]  authorized  to  grow  marijuana  must actually
know  the  patients  who  use  it.�8

Responding  to  the  court�s  ruling,  The  Colorado  Department of Public  Health  and  Environ-
ment�s  Board  of  Health  created  a  policy,  during  a  closed  meeting,  called  the  �Five  Patient
Policy�  limiting  caregivers  to  providing  medical  marijuana  to  no  more  than  ®ve  patients.9

The  Board  of Health�s  process  for establishing  the  Five  Patient Policy was  challenged  in  a
2007  lawsuit ®led  on  behalf of David  �Damien�  LaGoy,  a  registered  marijuana  patient with
life-threatening  symptoms  resulting  from  HIV/AIDs  and  Hepatitis  C.  LaGoy�s  lawsuit claimed
that CDPHE:  (1)  violated  the  Open  Meetings  Act,10  (2)  violated  the  Administrative  Proce-
dures  Act11  by deeming  the  meeting  as  an  emergency,  and  (3)  decreased  LaGoy�s  access
to  medical  marijuana,  increased  the  confusion  of his  registered  caregiver,  Daniel,  as  to  his
responsibilities  due  to  the  policy de®ning  the  caregiver as  one  who  is  �signi®cantly respon-
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sible  for the  well-being  of a  patient,�  and  therefore  caused  an  �immediate  and  irreparable
injury.�12  The  plaintiffs  requested  that CDPHE hold  a  public  meeting  to  de®ne  the  term
�caregiver�  and  to  invalidate  their current policy because  it was  adopted  in  an  arbitrary
manner.  Additionally,  they asked  the  courts  for a  temporary and  permanent injunction  or-
dering  the  defendants  to  cease  and  desist from  the  enforcement of the  regulatory change.13

Denver District Court Judge  Dave  Naves  granted  a  temporary injunction,  and  after further
review,  permanently overturned  CDPHE�s  de®nition  for caregivers.  Naves  required  the
CDPHE to  hold  an  open  meeting  and  revise  the  caregiver language.14

The  CDPHE held  public  hearings  according  to  Naves�  ruling  but did  not reinstate  the  �Five
Patient Policy.�15

The  Federal  Government�s  Position  on  Marijuana  Enforcement

The  ®rst national  statement regarding  legalizing  medical  marijuana  came  from  President
Barak Obama  during  his  campaign  in  2008.

Attorney  General  Eric  Holder,  in  Octo-
ber 2009,  laid  out medical  marijuana
guidelines  for federal  prosecutors  in
accordance  with  the  Controlled  Sub-
stance  Act (CSA).16  A  memorandum
from  Deputy  Attorney  General  David  W.
Ogden  provided  guidance  and  clari®-
cation  to  U.S.  Attorneys  in  those  states
that have  enacted  medical  marijuana
laws.  This  became  known  as  �The  Og-
den  Memo.�17

The  Ogden  Memo  provides  uniform
guidance  but does  not allow  medical
marijuana  to  be  a  legal  defense  to  the
violation  of federal  law,  including  the
Controlled  Substances  Act.  (http://www.

justice.gov/sites/default/®les/opa/legacy/2009/10/19/medical-marijuana.pdf).18

Speci®cally,  the  Ogden  Memo  directs  that prosecutors  should  place  a  low  priority  on
cases  involving  individuals  with  medical  conditions  and  who  are  in  �clear and  unambig-
uous  compliance�  with  state  laws.  The  federal  government continues  to  pursue  illegal
drug  traf®cking  activity  as  well  as  the  unauthorized  production  or distribution  of  medical
marijuana  by  the  state  when  the  following  situations  are  present:
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laundering,  ®nancial  gains  or excessive  amounts  of  cash  inconsistent with  purport-
ed  compliance  with  state  or local  law;
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2009: THE GROWTH  OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA CENTERS

When  CDPHE�s  caregiver de®nition  was  overturned
in  2009,  there  was  no  limit on  the  number of 
patients  caregivers  could  serve.  At the  same  time, 
there  was  a  boom  in  the  number of medical 
marijuana  patients  registering  with  CDPHE.a 

Some  medical  marijuana  proponents  decided  to  test
the  boundaries  of the  caregiver model  as  a  result 
of the  LaGoy-Pope  Case.  This  resulted  in  a  prolifer-
ation  of  medical  marijuana  dispensaries  opening  in 
a  relatively  short time  period  of  time  throughout the 
state.  These  centers  grew  large  quantities  of 
marijuana  plants  because  they  could  now  claim 
to  be  the  �caregivers�  for an  unlimited  number of 
registered  medical  marijuana  patients.

This  was  one  of the  ®rst major unanticipated  problems  for law enforcement,  according  to
members  of the  Police  Foundation  focus  groups.  Since  there  were  no  statutes  or regula-
tions,  the  medical  marijuana  centers  had  no  restrictions  to  the  number of plants  they could
grow and  the  number of patients  they served.  This  also  led  to  patients  �shopping�  their
doctor�s  recommendation  to  as  many medical  marijuana  centers  as  they wanted  and  as  of-
ten  as  they wanted,  focus  group  members  said.  As  long  as  the  patient had  a  medical  mar-
ijuana  licence  and  an  authorized  doctor�s  certi®cation,  then  that patient could  go  to  many
medical  marijuana  centers  as  long  as  they only carried  two  ounces  out of each  center.

From  2001  to  2008,  there
were  a  total  of 4,819
approved  patient  licenses.
In  2009,  there  were  41,039
approved  medical  marijuana
registrations  from  CDPHE.
Source:  CDPHE

The  number of marijuana
dispensaries  went  from  zero
in  2008  to  900  by  mid-2010.
Source:  Department of Revenue,
Marijuana  Enforcement Division

a.  This  has  led  to  another challenge  in  regulation.  CDPHE  registers  medical  marijuana  patients  and  caregivers;  however,  they do  not
regulate  or monitor the  caregiver marijuana  grows.  Beginning  in  2010  (?),  the  Colorado  Department of  Revenue,  Medical  Marijuana
Enforcement Division  (MMED),  now entitled  the  Marijuana  Enforcement Division  (MED),  is  responsible  for monitoring  the  caregiver
grows.  Caregivers  are  required  to  register their grow locations  with  the  MED.  However,  there  is  no  way to  cross-verify  if this  is
occurring  since  CDPHE cannot release  the  names  of the  patients  and  their caregivers  due  to  the  Health  Insurance  Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA).  As  a  result,  enforcing  caregiver cultivations  is  challenging  on  many different levels  such  as  locations
of  cultivations,  number of  plants  authorized  to  grow  per patient,  illegal  cultivations  in  multiple  locations  for the  same  set of patients,
and  detecting  gray  market illegal  sells  to  adults  and  minors.
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Because  so  many  medical  marijuana  centers  opened  so  quickly,  state  and  local  of®cials
found  it dif®cult to  regulate  them.  The  Colorado  General  Assembly  had  not crafted  regula-
tions  governing  licensing  fees,  inventory tracking  requirements,  production  of  marijuana
infused  products,  packaging  and  labeling  requirements,  and  disposal  of  waste  water
produced  during  the  processing  of  medical  marijuana.

Figure  1:  Tipping  Point  for Opening  Medical  Marijuana  Centers

From  June  1,  2001,  to  December 31,  2008,  a  total  of 5,993  patients  applied  for a  medical  mar-
ijuana  registration  card  (also  known  as  a  red  card  due  to  its  color,  shown  in  Figure  2).  Of
those  applicants,  4,819  were  approved.  After the  opening  of the  medical  marijuana  centers,
by December 31,  2009,  there  were  43,769  applications,  of which  41,039  were  approved.  This
is  an  increase  of 751.61%  approved  registrations  in  just one  year�s  time.  As  of December 1,
2014,  there  were  116,287  medical  marijuana  patients  registered  with  the  state.c

c.  Lower-than-projected  revenues  from  recreational  marijuana,  combined  with  higher revenues  from  medical  marijuana  and  a  high
proportion  of out of state  recreational  marijuana  customers  provide  a  strong  indication  that many  have  elected  to  obtain  red  cards
because  it is  less  expensive  to  purchase  medical  marijuana  because  of the  higher tax  structure  on  recreational  marijuana.

d.  The  number of medical  conditions  does  not add  to  100%  because  patients  can  have  more  than  one  debilitating  condition.

e.  The  number of medical  conditions  does  not add  to  100%  because  patients  can  have  more  than  one  debilitating  condition.
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Figure  2:  Example  of Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Patient  Registry  Card

Source:  Chief Marc  Vasquez19

Figure  3:  Number of Registered  Patients  and  Five  Illness  Reasons  from  2001-2009d

Source:  CDPHE

Figure  4:  Number of Registered  Patients  and  Three  Illness  Reasons  from  2001-2009e

Source:  CDPHE
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There  were  no  medical  marijuana  centers  before  2009.  In  that year alone,  250  were
opened.  As  of  December 1,  2014,  there  were  501  state  licensed  medical  marijuana  centers
with  23  pending  applications  (see  Figure  5  for a  map  of dispensary  locations).22

Figure  5:  Colorado  Map  with  Medical  Marijuana  Dispensary Locations


Source: Lt. Ernie Martinez, Director At-Large for the National Narcotics Of®cers Association Coalition23, for illustration  purposes


LEGISLATION  SUPPORTING AMENDMENT 20  IN  2010 AND  2011

The  Colorado  Legislature  in  2010  and  2011  passed  a  series  of bills  to  address  the  unantici-
pated  consequences  of  Amendment 20.

2010: Legislation  Regulating  Medical  Marijuana  Centers
During  the  2010  legislative  session,  the  issues  of medical  marijuana  centers  and  the  reg-
ulation  of cultivation  and  sales  of  medical  marijuana  were  addressed  through  two  signif-
icant bills:  House  Bill  (HB)  10-1284,  establishing  the  medical  marijuana  code,  and  Senate
Bill  (SB)  10-109,  establishing  the  physician-patient relationship.
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HB 10-1284: Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Code
Figure  6:  Overview  of HB  10-1284

 Source:  Adapted  from  State  of Colorado,  Amendment 64  Legislation27

HB  10-1284,  known  as  the  Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Code,  codi®es  sections  §12-43.3-
101  et seq.,  Colorado  Revised  Statutes  (C.R.S.),  and  was  passed  in  May  2010  and  signed
into  law  on  June  2010.   This  bill  established  legalized  medical  marijuana  centers  and
other business-related  regulations.  Additionally,  it designated  the  Colorado  Department
of  Revenue  (DOR)  as  the  state  licensing  authority  as  well  as  local  licensing  authorities
throughout the  state.  This  legislation  also  established  the  Medical  Marijuana  Enforcment
Division  (MMED)  within  the  Department of  Revenue  to  regulate  the  cultivation,  manufac-
ture,  distribution  and  sale  of  medical  marijuana  and  promote  compliance  with  other laws
that prohibit illegal  traf®cking.  It also  provided  regulations  for:
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According  to  HB  10-1284,  an  owner interested  in  opening  a  medical  marijuana  business
was  required  to  obtain  approval  ®rst from  their local  licensing  authorities.  Once  approved,
the  owner could  apply  to  obtain  a  state  license  from  the  Department of  Revenue.  The  law
gave  the  MMED  the  authority to  establish  an  application  fee  structure  to  cover the  state
and  local  licensing  authorities�  operating  costs.

All  existing  center or manufacturer owners,  or owners  who  had  applied  to  a  local  gov-
ernment for operations  by  July  2010,  were  allowed  to  continue  to  operate  as  long  as  they
registered  with  the  Department Revenue  and  paid  their license  fee.  They  also  had  to
certify  that they  were  cultivating  at least 70  percent of  the  marijuana  necessary  for their
operations  by  September 2010.

Provisions  were  established  for local  licensing  authorities  which  allowed  local  government
to  adopt a  resolution  or ordinance  to  license,  regulate,  or prohibit the  cultivation  and  sale  of
medical  marijuana.  This  needed  to  be  completed  by July 1,  2011.  HB  10-1284  also  allowed
local  licensing  authorities  to  establish  limitations  on  marijuana  centers  such  as  restricting
the  number and  location  of centers.  If they did  not establish  local  limitations,  the  ordinanc-
es  defaulted  to  the  requirements  established  in  HB  10-1284  which  are  as  follows:
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of the  week.
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exceed  more  than  half of  the  recommended  plant count to  a  patient,  primary  care-
giver,  another medical  marijuana  cultivator,  or to  a  marijuana  infused  products
manufacturer.  In  other words,  if  patients  grow  their own  medical  marijuana,  they
can  purchase  up  to  six  immature  plants  from  a  medical  marijuana  center.  If  a  phy-
sician  has  recommended  more  than  six  plants,  the  patient can  only  receive  half  of
the  additional  amount of  immature  plants  at one  time.  So  if  a  patient were  allotted
20  plants,  he  or she  could  only  purchase  10  of those  immature  plants  at one  time.

UÊ /�iÊ�>ÜÊ«À���L�ÌÃÊ«�ÞÃ�V�>�Ã]Ê����ÀÃ]Ê>�`Ê�>ÜÊi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ�i�LiÀÃÊvÀ��Ê�«iÀ-
ating  a  dispensary.  It prohibits  certain  individuals,  including  felons  convicted  of
possession,  distribution  or use  of a  controlled  substance,  from  obtaining  medical
marijuana  center licenses.
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The  legislation  required  that physicians  must have  a  �bona  ®de�  relationship  with  a
patient,  keep  records  of  all  patients  that are  certi®ed  by  the  registry,  cannot have  an
economic  interest in  marijuana  centers,  and  are  required  to  hold  a  doctor of medicine
or doctor of  osteopathic  medicine  degree  from  an  accredited  medical  school,  as  well  as
meet certain  educational  and  professional  requirements.

It required  caregivers  to  register with  CDPHE  for each  patient they  provide  services  up  to
®ve  patients  at any  time.  In  addition,  patients  may  only  have  one  caregiver.  Patients  must
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obtain  registry cards  and  have  them  in  their possession  whenever they  possess  medical
marijuana.  CDPHE�s  responsibilities  include  keeping  a  con®dential  registry  for caregivers
and  patients  and  issue  medical  marijuana  registry  cards.

HB  10-1284  created  a  vertically  integrated,  closed-loop  commercial  medical  marijuana
regulatory  scheme.  Cultivating,  processing,  and  manufacturing  marijuana  as  well  as  retail
sales  had  to  be  a  common  enterprise  under common  ownership.26

The  vertical  integration  model  also  requires  that medical  marijuana  businesses  must
cultivate  at least 70  percent of  the  medical  marijuana  needed  for the  operation  of their
business.  The  remaining  30  percent may  be  purchased  from  another licensed  medical
marijuana  center.  No  more  than  500  plants  can  be  cultivated  unless  the  Director of the
Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement Division  grants  a  waiver.  If  a  facility  cultivates  more  mar-
ijuana  than  it needs  for its  operation,  it can  sell  the  excess  to  other licensed  facilities.

The  vertical  integration  model  also  required  that medical  marijuana  businesses  must
cultivate  at least 70  percent of  the  medical  marijuana  needed  for the  operation  of their
business.  The  remaining  30  percent may  be  purchased  from  another licensed  medical
marijuana  center.  For Optional  Premises  Centers  (OPC),  no  more  than  500  plants  may  be
cultivated  unless  the  director of the  Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement Division  grants  a
waiver.  If a  facility  cultivates  more  marijuana  than  it needs  for its  operation,  it can  sell  the
excess  to  other licensed  facilities.

The  legislation  established  rules  for ownership  including  that the  applicant must have
been  a  Colorado  resident for two  years  prior to  ®ling  the  application.  Applicants  are  ®n-
gerprinted,  and  the  MMED  investigates  the  quali®cations  of  an  applicant or licensee.  The
MMED  checks  character references,  criminal  histories,  possible  prior rehabilitation  and
educational  achievements.f

Article  43.3  also  establishes  the  types  of licenses  for the  cultivation,  manufacture,  distri-
bution  and  sale  of  medical  marijuana.  This  article  is  the  foundation  for licensing  require-
ments  by the  Marijuana  Enforcement Division  or Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement Division.

A  signi®cant provision  in  HB  10-1284  was  the  option  for cities  and  counties  to  allow  or
prohibit any  or all  medical  marijuana  businesses  such  as  medical  marijuana  centers  and
production  of  marijuana  infused  products.  If  a  local  municipality  or county  wished  to
exercise  this  option,  it had  to  be  done  either by  a  special  election  or by  a  majority  of  the
governing  board  (i.e.,  city council  or county  commissioners).  A  local  governing  board  had
until  July 1,  2011,  to  vote  to  prohibit medical  marijuana  centers.

There  are  64  counties  in  the  state  of Colorado.  Denver and  Broom®eld  have  consolidated
their city  and  county  governments.  In  Figure  3,  the  counties�  decisions  for or against hav-
ing  medical  marijuana  centers  is  shown.  Of those  counties,  29  of the  state�s  county  board
of commissioners  voted  to  ban  medical  marijuana  centers  (peach  shaded  areas).  Medical

47 

f.  If a  person  has  a  past felony  drug  conviction  then  that person  cannot apply  for medical  marijuana  center ownership.  For all  other
felonies,  a  person  can  apply  for an  ownership  license  ®ve  years  after the  conviction.  If  someone  with  a  past felony  drug  conviction
applies  for ownership  of a  retail  marijuana  store,  then  they must apply 10  years  after all  felonies.  The  Marijuana  Enforcement Divi-
sion  also  applies  a  moral  character test when  determining  status  of licensing.
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marijuana  centers  are  allowed  by  22  counties  (purple  shaded  areas).  Voters  enacted  a
ban  in  eight counties  (green  shaded  areas).  Two  counties  banned  new  centers  but grand-
fathered  in  existing  centers.  In  another two  counties  (pink and  purple  striped  areas),  the
boards  of county  commissioners  enacted  a  partial  ban  meaning  they  authorize  only  spe-
ci®c  types  of medical  marijuana  facilities  within  their jurisdiction,  and  in  one  county  (grey
and  purple  striped  area),  voters  elected  for a  partial  ban.

Figure  7:  Medical  Marijuana  Centers  � Regulatory  Status

Source:  Colorado  Department of  Revenue,  Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement Division

The  Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Code  was  amended  in  2011  to  provide  for an  �infused
products  manufacturing  license.�

As  of December 1,  2014,  statewide  there  were:

UÊ xä£Ê�i`�V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊVi�ÌiÀÃÊ`�Ã«i�Ã>À�iÃ®

UÊ ÇÓ�Ê�i`�V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Ê�«iÀ>Ì���Ã

UÊ £{�Ê�i`�V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê��vÕÃi`Ê«À�`ÕVÌÊv>VÌ�À�iÃ28

Patients  must apply  annually  for a  medical  marijuana  card.  In  January  2009,  CDPHE  reg-
istered  41,039  patients  and  in  December 2014,  there  were  116,180  patients  holding  medical
marijuana  cards,  resulting  in  a  183.1%  increase  in  the  number of  registered  marijuana
patients.29  As  of  January  31,  2014,  the  reported  conditions  for obtaining  a  medical
marijuana  card  were:
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UÊ �{¯Êv�ÀÊÃiÛiÀiÊ«>��ÊLÞÊ£äÎ]�£nÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ


UÊ £Î¯Êv�ÀÊ�ÕÃV�iÊÃ«>Ã�ÃÊLÞÊ£{]ÈÎÓÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ

UÊ £ä¯Êv�ÀÊÃiÛiÀiÊ�>ÕÃi>ÊLÞÊ£ä]�ä{Ê«>Ì�i�ÌÃ


UÊ Î¯Êv�ÀÊV>�ViÀÊLÞÊÎ]££nÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ

UÊ Ó¯Êv�ÀÊÃi�âÕÀiÃÊLÞÊÓ]£££Ê«>Ì�i�ÌÃ

UÊ £¯Êv�ÀÊ}�>ÕV��>ÊLÞÊ£]£ÎÎÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ

UÊ £¯Êv�ÀÊV>V�iÝ�>ÊLÞÊ£]£ÓÈÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ

UÊ £¯Êv�ÀÊ6É-ÊLÞÊÈÈnÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÃ30

SB 10-209: Regulation of the Physician-Patient Relationships for Medical Marijuana Patients

SB  10-209  required  CDPHE to  establish  new rules  for issuing  registry identi®cation  cards,
documentation  for physicians  who  prescribe  medical  marijuana,  and  sanctions  for physi-
cians  who  violate  the  law.31  The  law outlines  the  following  requirements  for a  physician:

UÊ ÕÃÌÊ�>ÛiÊ>ÊL��>Êw`iÊ«�ÞÃ�V�>��«>Ì�i�ÌÊÀi�>Ì���Ã��«Æ

UÊ ÕÃÌÊ«À�Û�`iÊV��ÃÕ�Ì>Ì���ÊÜ�Ì�Ê«>Ì�i�ÌÊÀi}>À`��}Ê«>Ì�i�Ì½ÃÊ`iL���Ì>Ì��}Ê�i`�V>�Ê
condition;

UÊ ÕÃÌÊ«À�Û�`iÊv����Ü�Õ«ÊV>ÀiÊ>�`ÊÌÀi>Ì�i�ÌÊÊÌ�ÊÌ�iÊ«>Ì�i�ÌÊÊÌ�ÊiÃÌ>L��Ã�ÊivwV>VÞÊ�vÊ

the  use  of  medical  marijuana;

UÊ ÕÃÌÊLiÊ��Vi�Ãi`Ê>�`Ê��Ê}��`ÊÃÌ>�`��}ÊÜ�Ì�ÊÌ�iÊ���À>`�Êi`�V>�Ê�>À`Æ

UÊ ��`ÃÊ>Ê`�VÌ�ÀÊ�vÊ�i`�V��iÊ�ÀÊ`�VÌ�ÀÊ�vÊ�ÃÌi�«>Ì��VÊ�i`�V��iÊ`i}ÀiiÊvÀ��Ê>�Ê
accredited  medical  school;  and

UÊ >ÃÊ��ÌÊ�>`Ê��ÃÊ�ÀÊ�iÀÊ1°-°Êi«>ÀÌ�i�ÌÊ�vÊÕÃÌ�ViÊvi`iÀ>�Ê`ÀÕ}Êi�v�ÀVi�i�ÌÊ>`���-
istration  controlled  substances  registration  suspended  or revoked  at any  time.

A  physician  cannot:

UÊ "vviÀÊ>Ê`�ÃV�Õ�ÌÊ�ÀÊ>�ÞÊ�Ì�iÀÊÌ���}Ê�vÊÛ>�ÕiÊÌ�ÊÕÃiÊ>ÃÊ>Ê«>ÀÌ�VÕ�>ÀÊ«À��>ÀÞÊV>Ài}�ÛiÀ]Ê

distributor,  or other provider of medical  marijuana  to  procure  medical  marijuana;

UÊ �>}��ÃiÊ>Ê`iL���Ì>Ì��}ÊV��`�Ì���Ê>ÌÊ>Ê��V>Ì���ÊÜ�iÀiÊ�i`�V>�Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÃÊÃ��`ÆÊ�À

UÊ ��`Ê>�ÊiV�����VÊ��ÌiÀiÃÌÊ��Ê>�Êi�ÌiÀ«À�ÃiÊÌ�>ÌÊ«À�Û�`iÃÊ�ÀÊ`�ÃÌÀ�LÕÌiÃÊ�i`�V>�Ê

marijuana.

The  legislation  established  a  marijuana  review  board  and  will  review  requests  by  patients
under 21  years  of age  who  are  not veterans  or military  service  and  are  seeking  to  be
placed  on  the  state�s  con®dential  registry  for the  use  of  medical  marijuana.
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2011: LEGISLATION  REGULATING  MEDICAL MARIJUANA CENTERS

HB11-1043  established  rules  for the  purpose  of cultivation,  manufacture  or sale  of medical
marijuana  or medical  marijuana-infused  products.  Within  the  law,  it sets  forth  the  powers
and  duties  for MMED  in  reviewing  marijuana  industry  applications  and  granting  licenses.

This  bill  also  requires  primary caregivers  who  cultivate  medical  marijuana  for their pa-
tients  to  register their cultivation  location  with  the  MMED.

2012: FEDERAL RESPONSE TO THE COLORADO  MEDICAL
MARIJUANA LAW

U.S. Attorney�s  Of®ce  Issues Warning  Letters  and  Closes  Businesses
John  Walsh,  the  United  States  Attorney  for the  District of  Colorado,  issued  three  waves
of letters  to  medical  marijuana  businesses  who  were  deemed  to  be  in  violation  of  federal
law.  On  January  12,  2012,  23  letters  were  issued  to  medical  marijuana  centers  in  Colorado
advising  them  they  were  within  1,000  feet of  schools  and  gave  the  businesses  45  days
to  close  down  before  facing  potential  civil  and  criminal  action.33  By February  2012,  all  23
businesses  were  shut down.

In  March  23,  2012,  the  U.S.  Attorney�s  Of®ce  issued  a  second  wave  of warning  letters  to
another 25  medical  marijuana  centers  and  by  May  8,  2012,  they  all  were  closed.  The  third
and  last wave  of  letters  were  sent on  August 3,  2012,  to  another 10  businesses  because
they were  operating  within  1,000  feet of schools;  these  businesses  subsequently  closed.34

Medical  Marijuana  Enforcement Division  Budget Shortfalls  and  Staff Reduction

The  original  Medical  Marijuana  Code  licensing  model  was  a  �dual-licensing�  model,
which  required  that the  local  licensing  authority  issue  the  local  license  before  the  state
licensing  authority  could  issue  the  state  license.  There  was  a  moratorium  in  place  which
would  not allow  any new  applicants  to  apply for licenses  until  July  1st of  2011.  It was  de-
cided  by  the  state  legislators  (with  the  agreement of  the  DOR  and  other stakeholders  such
as  the  Colorado  Municipal  League)  to  extend  the  moratorium  for another year to  July  1,
2012.  There  were  reasons  why  extending  the  moratorium  made  sense  at that time  such  as
the  tremendous  workload  the  MMED  had  with  limited  staff and  infrastructure.  The  MMED
was  in  the  process  of  conducting  background  investigations  (over 4,500  investigations)
into  the  individuals  and  businesses  seeking  licenses  from  the  state  licensing  authority
with  a  limited  staff.  Also,  many  local  licensing  authorities  had  not adopted  rules  and  had
not issued  local  licenses  by  this  time.  It had  been  anticipated  that once  the  moratorium
had  been  lifted,  a  new  round  of  applications  and  licenses  would  be  issued.  The  MED
was  to  obtain  operating  revenue  from  licensing  and  application  fees  as  required  through
legislation.  However,  marijuana  industries  wanting  to  start up  a  business  had  to  seek local
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approval  ®rst.  Local  jurisdictions  did  not approve  the  applications  as  quickly  as  expect-
ed,  and  there  was  no  �second  wave�  of renewal  applications.  Because  of this  delayed
approval  process,  the  revenue  into  MMED  was  signi®cantly  lower than  anticipated.

The  MMED  created  numerous  positions  in  its  ®rst year.  The  MMED  had  been  approved  to
hire  approximately 55  full  time  employees  (FTEs).  During  this  time  frame,  the  MMED  had
hired  38  FTEs  only  to  discover they had  to  signi®cantly reduce  their staff due  to  the  lack of
income.  As  a  result,  many of  the  FTEs  hired  were  either relocated  to  other agencies  in  the
Department of  Revenue  or laid  off.  The  impact of  this  staff  reduction  was  not having  the
personnel  needed  to  conduct the  regulation  oversight of a  signi®cant number of  medical
marijuana  centers  already  in  operation.

2012: RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA LEGISLATION  PASSES

In  February  2012,  the  initiative  for the  legalization  of  recreational  marijuana  was  certi®ed
as  having  the  more  than  86,000  signatures  required  to  be  placed  as  an  amendment on
the  November 2012  ballot,  making  Colorado  the  ®rst in  the  nation  to  legalize  recreational
marijuana  if  passed.35  The  ballot measure  read:

�Shall  there  be  an  amendment to  the  Colorado  constitution  concerning  marijuana,
and,  in  connection  therewith,  providing  for the  regulation  of  marijuana;  permitting
a  person  twenty-one  years  of  age  or older to  consume  or possess  limited  amounts
of marijuana;  providing  for the  licensing  of cultivation  facilities,  product manufac-
turing  facilities,  testing  facilities,  and  retail  stores;  permitting  local  governments
to  regulate  or prohibit such  facilities;  requiring  the  general  assembly  to  enact an
excise  tax to  be  levied  upon  wholesale  sales  of marijuana;  requiring  that the  ®rst
$40  million  in  revenue  raised  annually  by  such  tax be  credited  to  the  public  school
capital  construction  assistance  fund;  and  requiring  the  general  assembly  to  enact
legislation  governing  the  cultivation,  processing,  and  sale  of industrial  hemp?�36

Voter Turnout
The  citizens  of  Colorado  passed  Amendment 64  on  November 6,  2012,  adding  to  the  state
constitution  the  legalization  of  marijuana  for personal  use.37  With  a  voter turnout of 69%,
the  amendment passed  with  55%  of  voters  approving  (see  Figure  4).
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Figure  8:  Map  of Counties  Passing  Amendment  64

Source:  Rocky Mountain  PBS  News

Amendment 64: Use  and  Regulations  of Marijuana
The  law  provides  for regulation  to  be  similar to  that of  alcohol  regulation.  Speci®cally,  only
individuals  21  years  or older have  the  ability  to:

UÊ *�ÃÃiÃÃ]ÊÕÃi]Ê`�Ã«�>Þ]Ê«ÕÀV�>Ãi]Ê�ÀÊÌÀ>�Ã«�ÀÌÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê>VViÃÃ�À�iÃÊ�ÀÊ��iÊ�Õ�ViÊ

or less  of  marijuana;

UÊ *�ÃÃiÃÃ]Ê}À�Ü]Ê«À�ViÃÃ]Ê�ÀÊÌÀ>�Ã«�ÀÌÊ��Ê��ÀiÊÌ�>�ÊÃ�ÝÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê«�>�ÌÃ]ÊÜ�Ì�ÊÌ�ÀiiÊ�ÀÊ

fewer immature  and  three  mature  cannabis  plants  (i.e.,  ̄ owering  plants)  on  the  prem-
ises  where  the  plants  are  grown.  These  plants  must be  in  an  enclosed,  locked  space;
and  cultivation  is  not conducted  openly or publicly,  and  is  not made  available  for sale;

UÊ /À>�ÃviÀÊ��iÊ�Õ�ViÊ�ÀÊ�iÃÃÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÜ�Ì��ÕÌÊ«>Þ�i�ÌÊÌ�Ê>Ê«iÀÃ��ÊÜ��Ê�ÃÊÓ£Ê

years  or older;  and

UÊ ÃÃ�ÃÌÊ>��Ì�iÀÊ«iÀÃ��]ÊÓ£ÊÞi>ÀÃÊ�ÀÊ��`iÀ]Ê��Ê>�ÞÊ�vÊÌ�iÊ>L�ÛiÊ>VÌÃ°


UÊ �Ã�]ÊV��ÃÕ�«Ì���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÃÊ«À���L�Ìi`Ê��Ê�«i�Ê>�`Ê«ÕL��VÊ>Ài>ÃÊ�ÀÊ��Ê>Ê�>�-
ner that endangers  others.
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It makes  it lawful  for people  21  years  or older to:

UÊ >�Õv>VÌÕÀi]Ê«�ÃÃiÃÃ]Ê�ÀÊ«ÕÀV�>ÃiÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê>VViÃÃ�À�iÃÊ�ÀÊÃi��Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê>VViÃ-
sories  to  a  person  21  years  or older;

UÊ *�ÃÃiÃÃ]Ê`�Ã«�>Þ]Ê�ÀÊÌÀ>�Ã«�ÀÌÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÆ


UÊ *ÕÀV�>ÃiÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÊvÀ��Ê>Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Êv>V���ÌÞÆ


UÊ -i��Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÊÌ�ÊV��ÃÕ�iÀÃÊ�vÊÌ�iÊ«iÀÃ��Ê�>ÃÊ>ÊVÕÀÀi�Ì]Ê

valid  license  to  operate  a  retail  marijuana  store  or is  acting  in  his  or her capacity  as
an  owner,  employee  or agent of  a  licensed  marijuana  store;

UÊ Õ�Ì�Û>Ìi]Ê�>ÀÛiÃÌ]Ê«À�ViÃÃ]Ê«>V�>}i]ÊÌÀ>�Ã«�ÀÌ]Ê`�Ã«�>Þ]Ê�ÀÊ«�ÃÃiÃÃÊ�>À��Õ>�>Æ


UÊ i��ÛiÀÊ�ÀÊÌÀ>�ÃviÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÌ�Ê>Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÌiÃÌ��}Êv>V���ÌÞÆ


UÊ -i��Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊÌ�Ê>Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Êv>V���ÌÞ]Ê>Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÊ�>�Õv>VÌÕÀ-
ing  facility  or a  retail  marijuana  store  if  the  person  conducting  the  activities  has
obtained  a  current,  valid  license  to  operate  a  marijuana  cultivation  facility  or is
acting  in  his  or her capacity  as  an  owner,  employee,  or agent of a  licensed  marijua-
na  cultivation  facility;

UÊ *>V�>}i]Ê«À�ViÃÃ]ÊÌÀ>�Ã«�ÀÌ]Ê�>�Õv>VÌÕÀi]Ê`�Ã«�>ÞÊ�ÀÊ«�ÃÃiÃÃÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê�ÀÊ�>À-
ijuana  products,  delivery  to  marijuana  testing  facility,  purchase  from  a  marijuana
cultivation  facility  or manufacturing  facility if  they  are  acting  as  an  owner,  employ-
ee,  or agency  of a  licensed  marijuana  product manufacturing  facility;  and

UÊ i>ÃiÊ�ÀÊ>���ÜÊÌ�iÊÕÃiÊ�vÊ«À�«iÀÌÞÊ�Ü�i`]Ê�VVÕ«�i`]Ê�ÀÊV��ÌÀ���i`ÊLÞÊ>�ÞÊ«iÀÃ��]Ê

corporation  or other entity  for any  of  the  activities  conducted  lawfully  in  accor-
dance  with  the  above  regulations.

Marijuana  legalization  will  be  regulated  by  MED,  which  had  to  adopt regulations  neces-
sary  for implementation  of recreational  marijuana  no  later than  July  1,  2013.  Additional
requirements  include

UÊ ««��V>Ì���]Ê��Vi�Ã��}]Ê>�`ÊÀi�iÜ>�ÊviiÃÊÃ�>��Ê��ÌÊiÝVii`Êfx]äää]ÊÜ�Ì�ÊÌ�iÊÕ««iÀÊ

limits  adjusted  for in¯ation;

UÊ �Vi�ÃÕÀiÊ�ÃÊv�ÀÊÌ�iÊ�«iÀ>Ì���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊiÃÌ>L��Ã��i�ÌÃÆ


UÊ -iVÕÀ�ÌÞÊÀiµÕ�Ài�i�ÌÃÊv�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊiÃÌ>L��Ã��i�ÌÃÆ


UÊ ,iµÕ�Ài�i�ÌÃÊÌ�Ê«ÀiÛi�ÌÊÌ�iÊÃ>�iÊ�ÀÊ`�ÛiÀÃ���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê>�`Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÊ

to  individuals  under the  age  of 21;

UÊ >Li�ÊÀiµÕ�Ài�i�ÌÃÊv�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê>�`Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê��vÕÃi`Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÆ


UÊ i>�Ì�Ê>�`ÊÃ>viÌÞÊÀi}Õ�>Ì���ÃÊ>�`ÊÃÌ>�`>À`ÃÊv�ÀÊÌ�iÊ�>�Õv>VÌÕÀiÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê

products  and  the  cultivation  of  marijuana;

UÊ ,iÃÌÀ�VÌ���ÃÊ��ÊÌ�iÊ>`ÛiÀÌ�Ã��}Ê>�`Ê`�Ã«�>ÞÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê>�`Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÆ


UÊ �Û��Ê«i�>�Ì�iÃÊv�ÀÊv>��ÕÀiÊÌ�ÊV��«�ÞÊÜ�Ì�ÊÀi}Õ�>Ì���ÃÊiÃÌ>L��Ã�i`ÊLÞÊ",Æ
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UÊ />ÝÊ�iÛÞÊ��ÌÊÌ�ÊiÝVii`Ê£xÊ«iÀVi�ÌÊ«À��ÀÊÌ�Ê>�Õ>ÀÞÊ£]ÊÓä£Ç]Ê>ÌÊÜ��V�ÊÌ��iÊÌ�iÊi�iÀ-
al  Assembly  will  determine  a  rate  to  apply  thereafter;  the  ®rst $40  million  in  revenue
raised  annually  from  excise  tax  will  be  credited  to  the  Public  School  Capital  Con-
struction  Assistance  Fund;  and  a  competitive  application  process  which  will  con-
sider whether the  applicant has:

� Prior experience  producing  or distributing  marijuana  or marijuana  products  in  the
locality in  which  the  applicant seeks  to  operate  a  marijuana  establishment,  and

� Complied  consistently with  the  Colorado  Medical  Marijuana  Code.

Local  ordinances  or regulations  specifying  the  entity  within  the  locality that is  responsible
for processing  applications  submitted  for licenses  to  operate  a  marijuana  establishment
within  the  boundaries  of  the  locality  had  to  be  enacted  no  later than  October 1,  2013.  Local
government could  enact ordinances  or regulations  that are  not in  con¯ict with  the  existing
law  that determine:

UÊ /��i]Ê«�>Vi]Ê�>��iÀÊ>�`Ê�Õ�LiÀÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊiÃÌ>L��Ã��i�ÌÃÆÊ

UÊ *À�Vi`ÕÀiÃÊv�ÀÊÌ�iÊ�ÃÃÕ>�Vi]ÊÃÕÃ«i�Ã���]Ê>�`ÊÀiÛ�V>Ì���Ê�vÊ>Ê��Vi�ÃiÊ�ÃÃÕiÃÊLÞÊÌ�iÊ

locality;

UÊ -V�i`Õ�iÊ�vÊ>��Õ>�Ê�«iÀ>Ì��}]Ê��Vi�Ã��}]Ê>�`Ê>««��V>Ì���ÊviiÃÊv�ÀÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊiÃÌ>L��Ã�-
ments;

UÊ �Û��Ê«i�>�Ì�iÃÊv�ÀÊÛ���>Ì���Ê�vÊ>�Ê�À`��>�ViÊ�ÀÊÀi}Õ�>Ì���Ê}�ÛiÀ��i�ÌÊÌ�iÊÌ��i]Ê

place,  and  manner of  marijuana  establishment operations;  and

UÊ "«Ì��}Ê��Ê�ÀÊ�ÕÌÊ�vÊ>���Ü��}Ê�>À��Õ>�>ÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Êv>V���Ì�iÃ]Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê«À�`ÕVÌÊ�>�-
ufacturing  facilities,  marijuana  testing  facilities,  or retail  marijuana  stores  through
ordinance  by the  local  governing  authority (i.e.,  city council  or board  of commission-
ers)  or if through  public  vote,  on  a  general  election  ballot during  an  even  numbered
year.  Local  governing  authorities  can  remove  or approve  marijuana  establishments
any time  or as  many times  as  they deem  is  in  the  best interest of their community.

An  employer is  not required  to  permit or accommodate  the  use,  consumption,  possession,
transfer,  display,  transportation  sale  or growing  of marijuana  in  the  workplace.  Employers
may  have  policies  restricting  the  use  of marijuana  by  employees.  A  person,  employer,
school,  hospital,  detention  facility,  corporation  or any  other entity  who  occupies,  owns,
or controls  a  property  may  prohibit or regulate  the  possession,  consumption,  use,  display,
transfer,  distribution,  sale,  transportation,  or growing  of marijuana  on  or in  that property.


In  addition,  the  law  addresses  hemp40  as  follows:

UÊ �`ÕÃÌÀ�>�Ê�i�«ÊÃ��Õ�`ÊLiÊÀi}Õ�>Ìi`ÊÃi«>À>Ìi�ÞÊvÀ��ÊÃÌÀ>��ÃÊ�vÊV>��>L�ÃÊÜ�Ì�Ê��}�iÀÊ

delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol  (THC)  concentrations  that do  not exceed  three-tenths
percent on  a  dry  weight basis;  and

UÊ ߰�ÌÊ�>ÌiÀÊÌ�>�ÊÕ�ÞÊ£]ÊÓä£{]ÊÌ�iÊi�iÀ>�ÊÃÃi�L�ÞÊÜ���Êi�>VÌÊ�i}�Ã�>Ì���Ê}�ÛiÀ���}Ê

the  cultivation,  processing  and  sale  of  industrial  hemp.g

g.  The  Industrial  Hemp  Regulatory  Program  Act was  passed  through  the  Hemp  Act of  2014,  Title  35  Agriculture,  Article  61,  Industrial
Hemp  Regulatory  Program,  C.R.S.  35-61-109.  The  Colorado  Department of Agriculture  is  responsible  for oversight;  rules  pertaining  to
the  administration  and  enforcement of  this  act is  established  through  8  CCR  1203-23.
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2014: RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA STORES  OPEN  FOR  BUSINESS

Recreational  marijuana  stores  opened  for business  on  January  1,  2014.  Thirty-seven  cities
and  towns  have  opted  out of  allowing  recreational  marijuana  stores  (see  Figure  5),  includ-
ing  Colorado  Springs,  the  state�s  second  largest city,  and  Greeley,  the  third  largest city.
Fifteen  cities  and  towns  have  allowed  the  recreational  sales  and  cultivation,  including
Denver,  the  largest city  in  Colorado.  Six  counties  have  a  moratorium  on  allowing  stores,
®ve  counties  have  allowed  the  existing  medical  marijuana  centers  to  also  sell  for recre-
ational  purposes,  and  one  county  allows  recreational  cultivation  only.

Figure  9:  Locations  for Towns  and  Cities  Opting  out  of Recreational  Retail  Stores

Source:  Colorado  Department of  Revenue,  Marijuana  Enforcement Division41

As  of  December 2014,  there  are:

UÊ ÎääÊi`�V>�Ê>À��Õ>�>Êi�ÌiÀÃÊ��Êi�ÛiÀ

UÊ {�ÈÊi`�V>�Ê>À��Õ>�>Êi�ÌiÀÃÊÃÌ>ÌiÜ�`i

UÊ Ó£ÓÊÀiÌ>��ÊÃÌ�ÀiÃ

UÊ ÓÇ�ÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Ê�«iÀ>Ì���Ã


UÊ ÈÎÊ��vÕÃi`Ê«À�`ÕVÌÊv>VÌ�À�iÃ


UÊ nÊ�>L�À>Ì�ÀÞÊÌiÃÌ��}Êv>V���Ì�iÃ42
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BANKING  CHALLENGES  FOR  COLORADO  MARIJUANA INDUSTRY

The  Cole  Memorandum  on  Marijuana  Related  Financial  Crimes
As  medical  marijuana  centers  began  making  money,  opening  a  bank account was  not
possible  since  banks,  which  are  federally  regulated,  cannot receive  funds  obtained  ille-
gally  under federal  law.  According  to  law  enforcement of®cials  in  the  Police  Foundation
focus  groups,  these  business  owners  pay for everything  in  cash  and  have  to  store  their
revenue  in  their own  safes.  This  has  posed  a  safety risk for the  owner,  employees,  and
patrons  who  are  at risk of being  robbed  either at the  business,  in  the  parking  lot,  or while
being  followed  to  another location.

In  response  to  the  banking  problem,  Deputy  U.S.  Attorney  General  James  M.  Cole  re-
leased  a  memorandum  on  February  14,  2014,  titled  �Guidance  Regarding  Marijuana  Re-
lated  Financial  Crimes.�  Besides  reiterating  the  enforcement of  the  Controlled  Substance
Act,  Cole  outlined  the  expectations  of  the  Department of Treasury�s  Financial  Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN)  for ®nancial  institutions  providing  services  to  marijua-
na-related  businesses.43  Cole�s  memo  reiterated  the  eight federal  priorities  in  enforcing
the  Controlled  Substance  Act Enforcement:

UÊ �ÃÌÀ�LÕÌ���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊÌ�Ê����ÀÃÆ


UÊ ,iÛi�ÕiÊvÀ��ÊÌ�iÊÃ>�iÊ�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊvÀ��Ê}���}ÊÌ�ÊVÀ����>�Êi�ÌiÀ«À�ÃiÃ]Ê}>�}Ã]Ê>�`Ê

cartels;

UÊ �ÛiÀÃ���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÊvÀ��ÊÃÌ>ÌiÃÊÜ�iÀiÊ�ÌÊ�ÃÊ�i}>�ÊÕ�`iÀÊÃÌ>ÌiÊ�>ÜÊÊ��ÊÃ��iÊv�À�ÊÌ�Ê

other states;

UÊ -Ì>Ìi�>ÕÌ��À�âi`Ê�>À��Õ>�>Ê>VÌ�Û�ÌÞÊvÀ��ÊLi��}ÊÕÃi`Ê>ÃÊ>ÊV�ÛiÀÊ�ÀÊÊ«ÀiÌiÝÌÊv�ÀÊÌ�iÊ

traf®cking  of other illegal  drugs  or other illegal  activity;

UÊ 6���i�ViÊ>�`ÊÌ�iÊÕÃiÊ�vÊwÀi>À�ÃÊ��ÊÌ�iÊVÕ�Ì�Û>Ì���Ê>�`Ê`�ÃÌÀ�LÕÌ���Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>ÆÊ


UÊ ÀÕ}}i`Ê`À�Û��}Ê>�`ÊÌ�iÊiÝ>ViÀL>Ì���Ê�vÊ�Ì�iÀÊ>`ÛiÀÃiÊ«ÕL��VÊ�i>�Ì�ÊV��ÃiµÕi�ViÃÊ

associates  with  marijuana  use;

UÊ À�Ü��}Ê�vÊ�>À��Õ>�>Ê��Ê«ÕL��VÊ�>�`ÃÊ>�`ÊÌ�iÊ>ÌÌi�`>�ÌÊ«ÕL��VÊÊÃ>viÌÞÊ>�`Êi�Û�À��-
mental  dangers  posed  by  marijuana  production  on  public  lands;  and

UÊ >À��Õ>�>Ê«�ÃÃiÃÃ���Ê�ÀÊÕÃiÊ��Êvi`iÀ>�Ê«À�«iÀÌÞ°Ê


Cole  further summarized  statutes  for prosecuting  ®nancial  institutions  that accept money
from  the  marijuana  industry,  speci®cally related  to:

UÊ ��iÞÊ�>Õ�`iÀ��}ÊÃÌ>ÌÕÌiÃÊ£nÊ1°-°°ÊÅÅÊ£�xÈÊ>�`Ê£�xÇ®]Ê�>���}Ê�ÌÊÕ��>ÜvÕ�ÊÌ�Êi�-
gage  in  ®nancial  and  monetary  transactions  with  the  proceeds  from,  among  other
things,  marijuana-related  violations  of the  Controlled  Substance  Act.

UÊ 1���Vi�Ãi`Ê���iÞÊÌÀ>�Ã��ÌÌiÀÊÃÌ>ÌÕÌiÊ£nÊ1°-°°ÊÅÊ£�Èä®]ÊÜ��V�Ê�>�iÃÊ�ÌÊ���i}>�ÊÌ�Ê
engage  in  any transactions  by  or through  a  money  transmitting  business  involving
funds  �derived  from�  marijuana-related  conduct
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UÊ ,iV�À`Ê�ii«��}Ê��Ê>VV�À`>�ViÊÌ�ÊÌ�iÊÕÃ��iÃÃÊ-iVÀiVÞÊVÌÊ�vÊ£�ÇäÊÃ�ÊÌ�iÊ1°-°Ê}�Û-
ernment can  detect and  prevent money laundering,  tax  evasion,  or other criminal
activities.44

The  U.S.  Department of the  Treasury  Financial  Crimes  Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
released,  on  the  same  day  as  the  Cole  memo,  their expectations  regarding  marijuana-re-
lated  business.45

The  Four Models  for Regulating  Medical  and  Recreational  Marijuana
As  a  result of the  passages  of  Amendments  20  and  64,  four types  of marijuana  regulation
and  oversight models  emerged  (see  Figure  6).  Having  different models  and  regulatory
agencies  providing  oversight has  created  challenges.  The  ®rst model  began  with  the  pas-
sage  of  Amendment 20:  the  caregiver/patient model  for medical  marijuana.

The  ®rst model  began  with  the  passage  of  Amendment 20:  the  caregiver/patient model
for medical  marijuana.  W.  Lewis  Koski,  Director of  the  Marijuana  Enforcement Division,
wrote  that �the  af®rmative  defense  (in  Amendment 20)  was  narrowly  tailored  to  patients
who  were  suffering  from  debilitating  medical  conditions  provided  they could  prove  that
a  doctor was  recommending  the  use  of cannabis  to  help  treat the  condition  (Colorado
Constitution,  Art.  XVII,  §  14)�.This  model  was  not intended  to  take  on  the  tone  of a  com-
mercial  market and  it was  my  understanding  that the  fear of federal  intervention  kept most
of  the  caregivers  operating  underground.  Since  this  was  relatively  unique  public  policy  at
the  time,  it stands  to  reason  that cultivators/caregivers  were  unwilling  to  come  from  out of
the  shadows  and  make  themselves  known  to  law  enforcement since  after all,  the  cultivat-
ing,  manufacturing,  distribution  and  possession  of  any  marijuana  was  still  criminal  under
federal  law  (Controlled  Substances  Act).  It remains  so  today.�46

With  the  proliferation  of medical  marijuana  centers,  the  second  model,  Medical  Commer-
cial,  was  established  for licensing  and  regulating  the  medical  marijuana  industry.  When
Amendment 64  was  passed,  the  recreational  models  were  established.  The  Medical  and
Recreational  Commercial  models  are  regulated  by  the  MED  and  systems  are  in  place  for
monitoring  the  commercial  industry.

The  regulation  by  local  law  enforcement  of  the  Caregiver/Patient  and  the  Recreation-
al  Home  Grows  models  is  more  challenging.  Local  law  enforcement  agencies  are  not
authorized  to  randomly  perform  home  checks.  They  are  bound  by  the  law  and  cannot
investigate  a  home  grow  unless  a  complaint  has  been  ®led  or if  the  of®cer has  some
probable  cause  and  the  resident  willingly  allows  the  of®cer to  enter the  home.  There  is
nothing  that  would  allow  or prohibit  local  law  enforcement  to  conduct  �knock &  talks�  at
a  caregiver location,  but  they  would  need  to  establish  probable  cause  to  execute  a  crim-
inal  search  if  they  believe  crimes  are  being  committed.  Some  municipalities  are  enacting
ordinances  which  prohibit  noxious  odors  and  the  number of  plants  allowed  to  be  grown
residentially,  and  local  law  enforcement  can  use  those  ordinances  to  address  neighbor-
hood  complaints.47
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Figure  10:  Four  Models  Created  through  Amendments  20  and  64

Source:  Adapted  from  Chief  Marc  Vasquez48

Medical  Commercial

� Licensing  for businesses,  owners
and  employees

� Licensed  by Department of  Revenue,
Marijuana  Enforcement Division

� Regulatory  authority:  Marijuana
Enforcement Division

Caregiver/Patient


� Caregivers  who  can  grow  for up  to  5
patients  and  themselves

� Routinely  see  large  grows

� Patients  are  licensed  by  Colorado
Department of  Public  Health  and
Environment

� Caregiver regulatory authority:
Colorado  Department of  Health
and  Environment and  local  law
enforcement

Recreational  Commercial

� Licensing  for businesses,  owners
and  employees

� Licensed  by Department of  Revenue,
Marijuana  Enforcement Division

� Regulatory  authority:  Marijuana
Enforcement Division

Recreational  Home  Grows

� Anyone  21  years  of age  or older can
grow  up  to  6  plants

� No  licensing  required

� Regulatory  authority:  local  law
enforcement
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This  glossary  contains  terms  frequently  used  in  the  discussion  of the  new  medical
marijuana  and  recreational  marijuana  laws  approved  by  Colorado  voters  in  Amendment
20  and  Amendment 64.  It also  includes  a  number of  terms  frequently  used  by and  about
Colorado  law  enforcement and  their involvement in  the  new  legal  marijuana  laws.  The
intent of this  glossary  is  to  assist the  reader with  terms  used  in  this  report that may  not
be  familiar to  those  outside  of  the  ®eld.  These  terms  are  frequently  used  in  the  marijuana
industry  and  law  enforcement when  discussing  marijuana.

Amendment  20  � Colorado  voters  passed  �Medical  Use  of  Marijuana  2000,�allowing
persons  suffering  from  debilitating  medical  conditions  to  legally  grow  and  use  marijuana
under strict registry guidelines.  This  amended  Article  XVIII  of  the  Colorado  Constitution.

Amendment  64  � Citizens  of  Colorado  passed  the  �Use  and  Regulation  of  Marijuana�
amendment in  2013,  allowing  the  recreational  use  of  marijuana  and  licensing  for
cultivation  facilities,  product manufacturing  facilities,  testing  facilities,  and  retail  stores.
This  amended  Article  XVIII  of the  Colorado  Constitution.

Black  Market  � The  sale  or illegal  trade  of consumer goods  that are  scarce  or heavily
taxed.  Black market marijuana  is  considered  controlled  by  criminals  and  drug  cartels.
http://www.businessdictionary.com/de®nition/black-market.html


Caregiver � A  person  managing  the  well  being  of a  patient with  a  debilitating  health
condition.  This  person  cannot only  deliver medical  marijuana  or marijuana  paraphernalia,
but must also  provide  other patient care  (i.e.,  transportation,  housekeeping,  meal
preparation,  shopping,  and  arranging  access  to  medical  care).  The  person  providing  care
must be  18  years  of  age  or older;  cannot be  the  patient or the  patient�s  physician;  and
cannot have  a  primary caregiver of  their own.  https://www.colorado.gov/paci®c/cdphe/

medical-marijuana-caregiver-eligibility-and-responsibilities

Colorado  Department  of Public  Health  and  Environment  (CDPHE)  � Legislative  appointed
agency  that registers  medical  marijuana  patients  and  caregivers.

Concentrates  � Extracted  from  marijuana,  it usually  has  higher levels  of  THC  through
a  chemical  solvent process  (most widely  using  butane).  Depending  upon  what is  done
during  the  extraction  process,  it can  produce  different forms  of the  THC  product,  such  as
oil,  wax,  and  shatter.  These  concentrates  are  used  in  marijuana-infused  products,  such  as
food  and  drink products.  These  concentrates  can  also  be  smoked,  dabbed,  or used  in  oils
or tinctures.

Diversion  � Is  delivering,  distributing,  or dispensing  of a  drug  illegally.  http://www.

deadiversion.usdoj.gov

Drug  Cartel  � A  criminal  organization  involved  in  drug  traf®cking  operations.

APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Edibles  � Marijuana  infused  products  in  the  forms  of  food  or drinks,  such  as  butter,  pizza,
snacks,  candies,  soda  pop,  and  cakes.

Extraction  Processes  � The  distillation  process  to  extract THC  resin  from  the  marijuana
plant using  a  liquid-to-liquid  process  through  water or chemical  solvents.  Chemical
solvents  are  more  popular for extractions  (i.e.,  butane,  hexane,  isopropyl  alcohol,  or
methanol)  because  a  higher chemical  extraction  of THC  can  be  obtained.  Chemical
extraction  processes  are  more  dangerous  if  not done  in  a  professional  and  controlled
environment because  gas  fumes  from  the  process  can  ignite  on  ®re  and  explode.

Gray  Market � A  market of  semi-legal  marijuana  produced  by  caregivers  and  anybody
over 21  who  grows  their own  marijuana.  The  marijuana  in  the  gray  may be  legal  or grown
in  legal  operations,  but its  sale  circumvents  authorized  channels  of distribution.

Hashish  and  Hash  Oil  � To  obtain  higher levels  of THC,  the  ̄ ower from  the  Cannabis  sativa
is  concentrated  through  distraction  processes,  which  results  in  a  resin  called  hashish  or a
sticky,  black liquid  called  hash  oil.  Bubble  hash  is  produced  through  a  water process.

Industry-related  Crime  � Offenses  directly  related  to  licensed  marijuana  facilities.

Marijuana  � This  is  the  dried  leaves,  ̄ owers,  stems,  and  seeds  from  the  cannabis  plant.
It is  usually  smoked  in  hand-rolled  cigarettes  (also  called  joints)  or in  pipes  or water
pipes  (also  known  a  bongs).  It can  also  be  mixed  in  food.  When  smoked  or ingested,  it
alters  perceptions  and  mood;  impairs  coordination;  and  creates  dif®culty  with  thinking
and  problem  solving  and  disrupts  learning  and  memory.  http://www.drugabuse.gov/

publications/drugfacts/marijuana).  Long-term  use  can  contribute  to  respiratory  infection,
impaired  memory,  and  exposure  to  cancer-causing  compounds  (http://www.samhsa.gov/

disorders/substance-use).

Marijuana  Cultivations � This  is  the  propagation  of cannabis  plants  beginning  with  cuttings
from  other cannabis  plants  or from  seed.  In  Colorado,  all  plants  must be  started  from  cuttings.

Marijuana  Infused  Products  � Foods,  oils,  and  tinctures  containing  THC  available  for
consumer purchase.

Marijuana  Product  Manufacturers  � A  licensed  business  through  the  Department of
Revenue,  Medical  Marijuana  Division,  that produces  and  sells  concentrates,  topicals
(e.g.,  massage  oils  and  lip  balms),  and  edibles  (e.g.,  cakes,  cookies,  candies,  butters,
meals,  and  beverages).

Medical  Marijuana  � The  use  of cannabis  for the  purposes  of helping  to  alleviate
symptoms  of those  persons  suffering  from  chronic  and  debilitating  medical  conditions.

Medical  Marijuana  Center  (Centers)  and  Medical  Marijuana  Dispensaries
(Dispensaries)  � The  reference  to  medical  marijuana  businesses  that sell  to  registered
patients  has  interchangeably  been  called  �medical  marijuana  dispensaries�  and  �medical
marijuana  centers.�  Dispensaries  connote  a  doctor�s  prescription  to  receive  medication.
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Colorado  doctors  do  not prescribe  medical  marijuana,  they  simply  make  a  certi®cation
that recommends  the  number of plants  a  patient needs.  Since  a  prescription  is  associated
with  dispensaries,  the  reference  to  medical  marijuana  businesses  as  centers  has  become
the  preferable  terminology.  The  medical  marijuana  businesses  are  the  �center�  of  a
®nancial  transaction  between  patient and  the  grow  facility.

Medical  Marijuana  Conditions  � A  person  wanting  to  register for a  medical  marijuana
card  must have  one  of the  following  debilitating  or chronic  conditions:  cancer,  glaucoma,
HIV  or AIDS  Positive,  Cachexia  (also  known  as  wasting  syndrome  in  which  weight loss,
muscle  atrophy,  fatigue,  weakness  and  signi®cant loss  of appetite),  persistent muscle
spasms,  seizures,  severe  nausea,  and  severe  pain.  https://www.colorado.gov/paci®c/

sites/default/®les/CHEIS_MMJ_Debilitating-Medical-Conditions.pdf


Medical  Marijuana  Division  (MED)  � Located  in  the  Colorado  Department of  Revenue,  the
MED  licenses  and  regulates  medical  and  retail  marijuana  industries.  The  MED  implements
legislation,  develops  rules,  conducts  background  investigations,  issues  business
licenses  and  enforces  compliance  mandates.  https://www.colorado.gov/enforcement/

marijuanaenforcement

Non-industry  Crime  � Marijuana  taken  during  the  commission  of  a  crime  that did  not
involve  a  licensed  marijuana  facility

Patient  Medical  Marijuana  Registration  Card  � After a  patient�s  application  is  submitted,
reviewed,  and  approved  by the  Colorado  Department of Public  Health  and  Environment,
the  patient receives  a  red  license  card  to  be  presented  to  registered  Medical  Marijuana
Centers  for purchasing  marijuana.  The  patient must renew annually to  remain  with  the
registry.  https://www.colorado.gov/paci®c/cdphe/renew-your-medical-marijuana-
registration-card


Physician�s  Recommendation  � Physicians  must qualify  to  write  patient recommendations
for medical  marijuana.  These  quali®cations  include  having  a  bona  ®de  physician-patient
relationship  and  a  good  standing  with  the  medical  licensing  board.  Physicians  must
certify  annually  with  the  Colorado  Department of  Public  and  Health  Environment in  order
to  assist people  wanting  to  receive  medical  marijuana.  Physicians  do  not prescribe
marijuana,  but rather provide  a  marijuana  plant count recommendation for the  patient
based  on  the  severity  of the  patient�s  condition.  A  physician  is  not limited  in  the  number
of  plants  recommended  in  a  year for a  patient.  If  a  physician  does  not select a  marijuana
plant count option,  then  the  patient will  receive  the  standard  6-plants/2  ounces  of useable
marijuana  as  de®ned  through  legislation.  https://www.colorado.gov/paci®c/sites/default/

®les/Medical-Marijuana-Registry_Physician-Newsletter_Mar2012.pdf


Probable  Cause  � A  reasonable  and  factual  basis  for believing  a  crime  has  been
committed  in  order to  make  an  arrest,  conduct a  search,  or obtain  a  warrant.

Recreational  marijuana  � The  use  of cannabis  as  a  pastime  to  alter a  person�s  state  of
consciousness.
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Red  Card  � This  is  slang  for a  patient medical  marijuana  registration  card  because  the
license  color is  red.

Registered  Medical  Marijuana  Patient  � Someone  who  has  gone  through  the  approval
process  and  obtains  a  licensed  medical  marijuana  patient card  from  the  Colorado
Department of  Public  Health  and  Environment.

Retail  marijuana  stores  � Licensed  stores  that can  sell  marijuana,  paraphernalia,  and
marijuana  infused-products.

Seed-to-sale  � The  tracking  process  for medical  marijuana  from  either the  seed  or
immature  plant stage  until  the  medical  marijuana  or medical  infused-product is  sold
to  a  customer at a  medical  marijuana  center or is  destroyed.  This  tracking  system
is  used  by the  Department of  Revenue,  Marijuana  Enforcement Division,  to  monitor
licensed  marijuana  businesses  inventory.  https://www.colorado.gov/paci®c/sites/

default/®les/Retail%20Marijuana%20Rules,%20Adopted%20090913,%20Effective%20

101513%5B1%5D_0.pdf

Schedule  I  Controlled  Substances  � These  drugs,  substances  or chemicals  are  not
currently  accepted  for medical  use  and  have  a  high  potential  for drug  abuse  as  de®ned
in  the  Substance  Control  Act of  1970.  These  are  the  most dangerous  drugs  that can
potentially cause  severe  psychological  or physical  dependency.  Drugs  in  this  category
include:  heroin,  LSD,  marijuana,  ecstasy,  methaqualone,  and  peyote.  http://www.dea.gov/

druginfo/ds.shtml

Substance  Control  Act of 1970  � This  law  regulates  the  manufacturing  and  distribution  of
narcotics,  stimulants,  depressants,  hallucinogens,  anabolic  steroids,  and  illicit production
of  controlled  substances.  These  drugs  are  placed  within  one  of  the  ®ve  schedules  based
on  medicinal  value,  harmfulness,  and  potential  for abuse  or addiction.

THC  (Tetrahydrocannabinol)  � THC  is  the  mind-altering  chemical  found  in  the  Cannabis
sativa  plant (which  is  one  species  of  the  hemp),  speci®cally  in  the  leaves,  ̄ owers,  stems,
and  seeds.

Vape  Pens  � A  battery  operated  heating  element that vaporizes  liquid  marijuana  oils.
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Marijuana  remains  a  Schedule  I  controlled  substance  and  is  an  illegal  drug  under the
Federal  Controlled  Substance  Act.  Federal  of®cials  have  made  it clear on  numerous
occasions  that federal  law  enforcement will  continue  to  enforce  the  law  when  activities
involving  marijuana  amount to  a  violation  of federal  statutes.

However,  the  U.S.  Department of Justice  has  since  2009  set out parameters  under which
the  federal  law  may  be  enforced  within  states,  and  has  otherwise  allowed  states  to
enforce  their own  laws  regarding  medical  marijuana,  and  now  in  Colorado,  recreational
use  of marijuana.

The  guidance  regarding  federal  enforcement was  ®rst laid  out in  a  2009  memo  from
Deputy  Attorney  General  David  W.  Ogden  to  federal  prosecutors,  attached  below.
Following  this  guidance,  federal  law  enforcement in  2012  informed  a  total  of  58  marijuana
businesses  in  Colorado  that they  were  in  violation  of the  conditions  the  federal
government has  laid  out under which  it would  consider a  marijuana  operation  illegal.  All
of  these  businesses  agreed  to  close  without prosecution.

This  guidance  policy  was  reinforced  by a  second  memo  issued  in  2014  by Deputy  Attorney
General  James  M.  Cole,  also  attached  below.  This  memo  expanded  the  guidelines  to
inform  ®nancial  institutions  of  how  federal  money laundering  laws  will  be  enforced  with
regards  to  accounts  for marijuana  businesses  that are  deemed  legal  at the  state  level.

This  latter guidance  was  supported  by  a  memo  (also  attached)  from  the  Financial  Crimes
Enforcement Network of  the  U.S.  Department of  Treasury,  also  clarifying  the  laws  on
money laundering  with  regard  to  marijuana  businesses  deemed  legal  under state  laws.

Federal  policy  continues  to  evolve  as  more  states  allow  some  form  of legal  marijuana.
The  U.S.  Congress,  in  the  2015  Appropriations  omnibus  funding  bill,  approved  language
barring  any  federal  agency  from  using  funds  to  enforce  laws  against medical  marijuana
operations  deemed  legal  under state  laws;  however,  this  provision  will  expire  at the  end  of
the  ®scal  year on  September 30,  2015.

APPENDIX 4: FEDERAL  GUIDANCE MEMOS  ON  STATE
MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION  LAWS
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